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The B G News 
Thursday Bowling Green State University Oct. 30, 1980 
Campus calls presidential debate unpersuasive... 
by Paula Wlnslow 
Stall reporter 
It was a draw. 
That was the most often sounded 
conclusion on campus yesterday 
about Tuesday's debate in Cleveland 
between President Carter and his 
Republican opponent Ronald Reagan. 
Just as frequently heard were 
students' and faculty members' 
declarations that the 90-minute con- 
test failed to change their minds about 
Column 
one 
"Fact Line" phone 
number mix-up 
Don't be dismayed or upset if 
you recently dialed 372-2445 ex- 
pecting a courteous Fact Line 
worker to say "Fact Line. Can 
you hold?" and instead receiv- 
ed a gruff response followed by 
a few crude expletives. That 
was not Fact Line. 
Apparently a male dorm 
dweller at the University with a 
phone number very similar to 
that of Fact Line's has been 
receiving some of its calls and 
has been saying "Fact Line" 
and then not being very cordial, 
Gardner McClean, assistant 
director of News Services, said. 
Maxine Allen, coordinator of 
telecommunications services, 
said that the connection could 
be a result of hasty dialing, 
although it appears to be con- 
sistently wrong. 
The number mix-up is being 
investigated, Allen said, but 
suggested if you do get a wrong 
number when calling Fact 
Line, ask the person answering 
for their phone number and 
then call her at 372-2611. This 
would aid in pinpointing the 
connection problem, she said. 
Inside 
Perspective 
Viswis of the While House 
i~  ■* A :- v W 
"1W 
What you'll need to know 
about election '80, a special tab- 
in today's News. 
Weather 
Mostly sunny. High 50 F (10 
C),low25F(-3C), near 
0-percent chance of precipita- 
tion. 
their choice for president. 
However, most of those who picked 
a winner chose Reagan because of his 
television manner. 
MICHAEL GEORGE, a junior 
political science major, typified many 
reactions to the debate by saying, "I 
think it was pretty much a standoff. 
Both men said pretty much what they 
said all during the campaign. 
"I thought it was a pretty lackluster 
debate," he said. 
Debbie Schultz agreed that neither 
contender appeared victorious. 
"Both had their good and bad points 
so (they were) just different," 
Schultz, a junior psychology major, 
said. 
Dr. Dennis Anderson, associate pro- 
fessor of political science, also noted 
the differences between the two men's 
performances. 
"REAGAN MANAGED to look 
presidential and sound presidential," 
Anderson said. "Carter got the facts 
out but managed to keep shirting the 
discussion to world peace. 
"Reagan was less successful at shif- 
ting the discussion to Carter's 
mismanagement of the economy," 
Anderson said. 
Many complained that neither can- 
didate was specific enough in answer- 
ing the questions directed to them by 
the debate panelists. 
"Reagan was so damn nervous that 
no matter what he said you couldn't 
put any great import on it," Dave 
Price, a returning pre-engineering 
student, said. "Carter is an excellent 
practitioner of rhetoric. 
"IN THE (1976) campaign he 
(Carter) was just a little country boy. 
Now he's learning how to talk in 
circles," he said. 
Tim Robertson disagreed about the 
final score; he said he thinks Reagan 
won. 
"He was a lot better speaker. He 
was speaking more to the people, 
Robertson, a senior business law ma- 
jor, said. "Carter was too mechanical. 
He was too forceful in his ways. 
"I'm not saying I'm for Reagan, but 
I just think Reagan won the debate," 
Robertson said. 
MIKE TARBET said he thinks 
Reagan won because h» answered the 
questions more directly. 
"Carter seemed to avoid the ques- 
continued on page 8 
...while both candidates claim success 
CLEVELAND (AP) - President 
Carter and Ronald Reagan took up 
their campaign debate at a distance 
yesterday back among the voters in 
parallel quests for the support of ma- 
jor swing states that will make one of 
them a winner and the other a has- 
been on election day. 
In the brief balance of their long 
White House contest, the two will be 
concentrating on much the same ter- 
ritory - the battleground states which 
carry the bulk of the electoral votes. 
Both major party candidates claim- 
ed satisfaction and campaign head- 
way out of their nationally broadcast 
debate in Cleveland Tuesday night. 
An Associated Press poll indicated 
both had grounds for encouragement. 
It said Reagan and Carter gained 
just about equally in the eyes of the 
registered voters who viewed the 
90-minute confrontation - their first 
and last. 
THE SURVEY also said the televi- 
sion audience leaned Reagan's way 
before the debate began. In the judge- 
ment of those viewers, Reagan did the 
better job as a debater; 46 percent 
saw it that way, 34 percent said Carter 
did best. 
But neither Reagan nor Carter 
carved significantly into the support 
of the other. The debate, it appeared, 
firmed opinions about the two can- 
didates, but did not markedly change 
them. Their post-debate gains came 
largely among people who had been 
undecided, with a handful of 
registered voters who had sided with 
independent John Anderson switchng 
to one of the major party contenders. 
Anderson, campaigning in 
Philadelphia, said the debate created 
the perception that the contest is now 
a two-man affair, between Carter and 
Reagan. Anderson, who didn't make 
the Cleveland debate team, has stak- 
ed his third-man campaign against 
exactly that view. He said he would 
keep "trying very hard to remedy 
that," and insisted that he isn't out of 
the running. 
Carter was campaigning in Pitt- 
sburgh, Rochester, N.Y., Newark, 
then Philadelphia. Pennsylvania and 
New Jersey are on the list of big, toss- 
up states, crucial to the outcome of 
Tuesday's election. Reagan will be 
working in both before the week is out. 
THE REPUBLICAN nominee went 
straight to Texas, another swing 
state, to campaign in Houston, Ft. 
Worth and Dallas. Carter will be hun- 
ting Texas votes on Saturday. 
"We'll whip the Republicans from 
the courthouse all the way to the 
White House," the President said in 
Pittsburgh. Then he accused Reagan 
of misstatements in the Cleveland 
debate, concentrating once again on 
nuclear weapons policy, which he 
called "the most important single 
issue in this campaign . .." 
Rollin' along Maybe he can't drive yet or ride a bike, but Scott Tucker, 3. doesn't let that stop him from en- joying the fun of wheels. Scott, son of Nancy Tucker, lives at 215 N. Grove St. in Bowling Green. 
staff photo by Dale Omori 
Administrators set plans to avoid '81 housing crunch 
by Diane Rado 
staff reporter 
After two years of continuously wrestling with an overflow of 
students fall quarter, University administrators already have 
begun plans to offset a possible housing crunch next year. 
Before Thanksgiving, freshmen will be told they do not have to 
live on campus for the 1981-82 academic year. They may apply 
for on-campus housing after the holiday. 
The waiver of on-campus housing for sophomores has been us- 
ed as a method to avoid a housing crunch for the last three 
years, but November is the earliest students have been inform- 
ed of it, Dr. Richard Eakin, executive vice provost for planning 
and budgeting, said. 
Last year, when the waiver was announced Feb. 1, about 200 
students took advantage of it. 
But many students said the late date decreased their chances 
of renting an apartment because of the stiff competition for off- 
campus housing. 
EAKIN SAD) an earlier notice of the waiver could persuade 
students to take advantage of it. 
Eakin and a committee formed to deal with the housing pro- 
blem projected that 8,050 students will be admitted to the 
University fall quarter next year, and the Admissions Office will 
work with this number to avoid another overflow. 
Last year, 8,487 new students, were admitted, and more than 
400 were housed temporarily in the University Union, dormitory 
lounges and rooms designed for only two occupants. 
Admissions may be closed April 1 or earlier this year, Eakin 
said. 
USUALLY PERSONS can apply for admission up to one 
month before the beginning of a quarter, although many ap- 
plications are sent in with respect to deadlines for housing, said 
Daniel Shelley, assistant director of admissions. 
He said that last year admission applications were affected by 
the housing deadline set in March. 
Typically, persons are admitted to the University on a first- 
come, first-serve basis, but stricter controls on admissions may 
be enforced to offset another overflow, Eakin said. 
I think we need to lower the number of freshmen next year to 
make up for the higher number of freshmen and sophomores 
this year so we don't compound the problem, Dr. G. Richard 
continued on page 4 
Bush makes whistle-stop appearance at Toledo rally following debate 
George Bush . . . 
by Keith Jameson 
editorial editor 
TOLEDO - Republican vice 
presidential candidate George 
Bush breezed through this city 
yesterday giving a standard cam- 
paign speech reaffirming the 
aspirations of the Republican 
ticket. 
The 14-minute rally for about 
1,800 people inside Franklin Park 
Mall did not amount to much more 
than a whistle-stop appearance by 
Ronald Reagan's running mate. 
Bush climbed upon the small 
stage to the strains of "God Bless 
America" and the descent of 
several dozen ballons. He apologiz- 
ed with levity for his 34-minute 
delay by saying, "I came here right 
from Cleveland (site of the 
presidential debate Tuesday 
night). 
"I never thought I'd admit it, but 
I have something in common with 
Jimmy Carter - we both lost 
debates to Ronald Reagan." 
BUSH THEN got down to 
business by focusing on unemploy- 
ment, inflation rates and defense 
spending. 
People are starting to look for 
alternatives to the traditional ways 
of grappling with inflation and 
unemployment, he said. 
"People who are concerned with 
jobs are standing up and taking a 
new look, he said, "using an exam- 
ple of a Teamster local endorsing 
Reagan rather than its traditional 
standard bearer, the Democratic 
candidate. 
Bush stressed that the debate in 
Cleveland would not have as much 
impact on the election Tuesday as 
many people would like to think. 
"It's not the debate that's going to 
win the election. 
"THE DETERMINANT (in this 
election) is who is best to get 
America back to work again. 
"The reason Ronald Reagan will 
win the election is twofold - Jimmy 
Carter has failed the working man. 
. . and Ronald Reagan offers hope 
where Jimmy Carter offers 
despair. 
"We believe this country can still 
compete and still produce," the 
former ambassador to the United 
Nations said. "I believe there's a 
lack of leadership in Washington, 
D.C." 
Bush, 56, then attacked Carter's 
referral to inflation as a 
"temporary inconvenience" by 
saying, "There's a lot of people 
who've been hurt, a lot of people 
who've been by passed 
"ANY ONE WHO believes this 
(economic condition) is a 
'temporary inconvenience' does 
not understand the heartbeat of the 
country." 
As for military expansion. Bush 
said that "Ronald Reagan will keep 
our country out of war; he will 
guarantee peace for our country... 
and allies . . . because he 
understands the Soviets." 
He said the United States should 
be in a position to "negotiate from 
strength, not weakness." 
After one person in the crowd 
commented on reports of Amy 
Carter's staying up at night worry- 
ing about nuclear war, Bush said, 
"If Amy's major concern is 
nuclear war and nuclear prolifera- 
tion, then she should vote for 
Ronald Reagan." 
BUSH SAID he thought Reagan 
did well in the debate because "he 
appeared like a president, he ap- 
peared to have stature, to have vi- 
sion (and) hope for America." 
The   hostage   situation   was 
brought up only twice, once at the 
continued on page 4 
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More issues at stake 
than who sweats less 
There is a all-worn but apropos joke on the presidential 
campaign circuit: Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan 
are in a canoe. It tips over. Who is saved? 
The answer: the country. 
That's how we see the presidential debate Tuesday night. 
While everyone was looking for a clear winner or fatal ver- 
bal blunder, it never happened. 
Both candidates played it safe. They did not offer the 
country anything it had not heard before. 
Carter, as he has through the campaign, let the public 
know that Reagan would not think twice about starting a 
war for the United States. 
Reagan, as he has done throughout the campaign, filled 
us in on Carter's plan to run the economy into oblivion. 
The course the two took rarely varied from their 
strengths, and they skirted the tough questions. No new 
ground was broken. 
Despite that, the debate was beneficial because for the 
first time the two had to face the issues head-to-head. 
Reagan could correct Carter's misinformation and vice 
versa. And it was all there for us to judge. 
We don't know who came off the best cosmetically on 
television - after all, it's silly to choose a president by who 
sweats the least - but the most important result of the 
debate was the proof that the two are not interchangeable. 
Letters. 
A Reagan put-down... 
The letter in last Tuesday's BG 
News from IJsa Grigsby which at- 
tempts to demonstrate that Ronald 
Reagan is qualified to be president 
calls for some reply. Grigsby at- 
tempts to show that Reagan converted 
a deficit into a surplus as governor 
through good management. But the 
$500 million surplus Reagan left was 
made possible by tax increases, not by 
the elimination of waste. 
Reagan's environmental record as 
governor which Grigsby touts will not 
bear close scrutiny. The air resources 
and smog abatement measures were 
federally mandated programs. On the 
eve of the Arab oil embargo, he vetoed 
a bill to create an Energy commission 
to institute new conservation 
measures, increase solar and geother- 
mal research and to deal with sudden 
energy shortages. Indeed, it is on en- 
vironmental issues that his views are 
singularly myopic. 
Reagan's energy future involves 
massive exploitation of this nation's 
nonrenewable domestic energy 
sources (coal, oil, natrual gas) rather 
than smaller scale technology and 
conservation. He gives full support to 
nuclear power and short shrift to 
alternate energy sources and provides 
no evidence that he understands the 
difference between using energy more 
efficienUy and curtailing energy use. 
As for Reagan's alleged foreign 
policy experience, the "diplomatic 
missions" he was sent on (by Presi- 
dent Nixon) were all purely 
ceremonial. No substantive business 
was involved. 
Finally, as to Reagan's general 
competence as a knowledgeable 
leader, a partial listing of things he 
did not know should call into serious 
question the entire argument of 
Grigsby's letter. At various times in 
the last several months Ronald 
Reagan: 
• did not know who the president of 
France was; 
• did not know that there was GI bill 
covering Vietnam veterans; 
• did not know what farm parity was; 
• did not know the difference between 
Indonesia and Indo-China; 
•did not know there was an Urban 
Homestead Act on the statute books; 
and 
• thought trees (as well as Mount St. 
Helens)    polluted   more    than 
automobiles. 
Gaffes like these are why his 
handlers are desperately trying to 
make sure he never gets out from 
behind his cue cards where reporters 
can actually ask him questions. One is 
forced to ask: What else doesn't 
Ronald Reagan know? 
John Schuldt 
311 E. Merry St. Apt. 5 
...and a promotion 
As an itinerant meddler in other 
people's affairs, I am urged to say this 
tc my fellow students. Some people 
complain because they feel they have 
no choice in this elecUon. I feel we 
have a variety of choices especially if 
Reagan is elected. Choice, as we 
know, depends on freedom, and these 
choices are limited as we continue to 
be driven, from front and behind, 
down Socialism Lane. The main 
philosophical difference between the 
two parties lies in the part govern- 
ment is to play: Democrats expand 
government. Republicans curb it. 
Scientists say that for each pound of 
fat we carry 200 miles of extra 
capillaries. In government, each ex- 
tra arm of its entangled body requires 
even more astronomical amounts of 
its red juices: tape. 
Living is often described as a con- 
tinous cycle of expansion and contrac- 
tion, each in its proper season and 
time. It is obvious which course 
government should now take. 
A problem with growing up is that 
things often get too established, too 
stable to change. Stagnant might be a 
better word. A child, among other 
children, has an impossible time 
keeping a hat on his head, it is always 
snatched away with laughter. What 
we need now is a wind that will sweep 
through America, and give us all that 
same spirit of irreverence. Ronald 
Reagan is stirring that spirit, I 
believe. 
John R. Chamberlain, Jr. 
6112 Thomas Drive 
Springfield, Va. 
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Ethics is the essence of growth, being human 
It could be a little embarrassing to 
say, "I don't cheat on exams and I 
write all my own term papers because 
I'm a moral person," or "I don't take 
kickbacks at my job because I'm 
deeply religious." Most of us would 
feel uncomfortable making such self- 
righteous claims. Besides, we know 
our weak spots. But maybe there's 
another way to look at value-issues 
than through a religious frame. 
Maybe we can look at them as 
touchstones in our personal growth. 
To be ethical is, in fact, to be healthily 
human. The more ethical we are, the 
more human we are. 
Abraham Maslow recognizes two 
tendencies in us all, one toward 
growth and another toward regres- 
sion. He sees it as the task of educa- 
tion to help people ally themselves 
with the former. But however 
vigorously the University pursues this 
task, regressive behavior, behavior 
which retards the development of our 
richest human energies and powers, 
does in fact surface - even here at BG. 
On a college campus, regressive 
behavior often takes the form of the 
Big Dodge - whether it means dodg- 
ing studies (with all the possible con- 
sequences of that), dodging honesty 
with others because we're dependent 
on their good opinion of us, dodging 
responsibility because we might be in- 
convenienced, or dodging deep rela- 
tionships because they scare us. 
The Big Dodge can stem from a less 
Focus 
Pat Schnapp 
campus minister 
than serious view of what a university 
is all about. For some, college is a 
non-stop Happy Hour, an experiential 
course in Advanced Partying. For 
others, college is an academic Vegas, 
a big gamble. How many courses can 
I skid through without doing the 
minimum daily requirements? - how 
much conning can I get away with? - 
how much work can I avoid and still 
pass? 
IF WE HAVE a spasm of fleeting 
admiration for the Artful Dodger, I 
doubt if there's much respect, the kind 
that would invite us to make such a 
person a partner in our firm some 
day. 
The dodger's trump card is the 
classic copout. But what he's avoiding 
most of all is his own personal 
development. The student who cheats 
is backing away from a healthy 
challenge, from stretching himself 
mentally, from facing the truth about 
his abilities - from growth. The stu- 
dent who hasa "buzz" on constantly is 
backing away from meeting life head- 
on, from wrestling with anxiety, 
loneliness, or relationships - from 
growth. The student who mouths 
racist cliches and avoids meeting dif- 
ferent types of people because of in- 
bred stereotypes is backing away 
from a great chance to have these 
stereotypes shattered and from being 
socially enriched. She's backing away 
from growth. 
The student who avoids involve- 
ment and commitment to any cause 
beyond his own personal concerns is 
backing away from the chance to 
make a difference, to be significant in 
a way he can feel good about, from 
becoming, in Maslow's phrase, 
"self-actualized." He's backing away 
from growth. In each case there's a 
wilting of potential, an absense of 
healthy development, and - in ex- 
treme cases - a tragic waste. 
BUT THERE'S another model. 
There's the student who tackles the 
tough assignment, who disciplines 
himself to crack the books and get to 
the library. This student is the one 
who goes out in the rain with M*A*S*H 
only half over to help someone stuck 
in a morass of quadratic equations. 
She's the volunteer who can always be 
counted on. He's the guy who gets 
himself to consciousness-raising lec- 
tures on campus because he's con- 
cerned about the problems of world 
hunger, nuclear wate, diminishing 
energy supplies, the farm worker. 
She's the person who distributes 
leaflets about a new poverty bill, or 
writes The BG News about a campus 
issue that concerns her. Such students 
have grabbed hold of life. In confron- 
ting rather than dodging, they're 
becoming more honest, more 
disciplined, more loving, more ethical 
- more human. They're willing to 
take the responsibility for the grades 
they get - or don't get; to put 
themselves out for someone else; to 
open themselves to new ideas; to con- 
tribute in a positive way to making the 
campus, and the world, more livable. 
They're the participants, not the 
observers, or - worse - the escapists. 
And in meeting the challenges and 
problems of college living, they have 
aligned themselves with growth, not 
regression. 
It's interesting that the Latin word 
for "virtue" means "strength." And, 
among the Greeks, Aristotle recogniz- 
ed that such qualities as perseverance 
in the face of difficulty, moderation, 
the insight to make wise decisions, 
and a sense of justice were all central 
to being a fully human person. 
It's helpful to many of us to have the 
words of Moses, Mohammed, the Bud- 
dha and Jesus as guidelines in 
developing our values. Our world is 
enriched by these prophets and by 
their vision. Others, however, develop 
similar values out of an appreciation 
of the importance of human growth. 
Becoming more ethical involves lear- 
ning to love, developing our talents, 
broadening our horizons. In brief, it's 
becoming more mature and more 
deeply human. 
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On the campaign trail with What's-Their-Names 
DETROIT-The two islands of civili- 
ty in the ocean of calumny and cliche 
that is the 1980 presidential campaign 
are populated by Walter F. Mondale 
and George Bush and their respective 
vice presidential entourages. 
The very existence of these two 
traveling courts is one of the best-kept 
secrets of the year. But journalists 
who stumble across them, as I did 
with Bush in Michigan and a bit 
earlier with Mondale in Illinois and 
Iowa, know instantly that they have 
entered what are-by 1980 standards- 
blessed realms. 
Life is not leisurely. Neither the in- 
cumbent No. 2 man nor his would-be 
successor is keeping the gentleman's 
hours that made, say, the Henry 
Cabot Lodge campaign of 1960 a hap- 
py rest cure for frazzled reporters. 
Quite the contrary. On the typical 
day, Mondale and Bush will make 
more speeches, give more interviews 
and see more people than their 
running-mates. But, perhaps because 
they are No. 2 and perhaps because 
their personalities are diffferent from 
those of their principals, they seem to 
do their work in a more relaxed, 
civilized manner than the big shots. 
MONDALE HAS time to kick off his 
shoes and have a hamburger and beer 
with a handful of reporters covering 
him. Bush wanders around a hotel 
restaurant, jollying the patrons and 
challenging friends with such political 
trivia questions as the name of 
Eugene McCarthy's vice-presidential 
running-mate when he ran as an in- 
dependent in 1976. 
On the stump, both men can sound 
the required battle cries. Mondale 
tells a black church audience in 
Chicago, "Ronald Reagan is to the 
American   worker   what   Colonel 
Focus 
David Broder 
syndicated columnist 
Sanders is to the American chicken." 
Bush tells a television audience here, 
"What burns me up are the 
outrageous charges that they are 
making in their effort to distort Gov. 
Reagan's proposals and destroy his 
candidacy." 
But they also play their audiences 
for laughs, and they seem to be enjoy- 
ing the campaigning themselves. 
Mondale has built a wonderful stan- 
dup comic routine out of Reagan's 
flip-flops. It winds up with the line, 
"My father was a Methodist minister 
and he once told me, "The only trouble 
with deathbed conversions is that, oc- 
casionally, they get well.'" 
Bush is the master of self- 
deprecation, telling a youngster who 
had surprised him with a question on 
DOONESBURY 
the Equal Rights Amendment, "Amy 
I wish I hadn't called on you. I support 
it. Gov. Reagan does not. And I sup- 
port Gov. Reagan." 
SOMEHOW, THEIK effectiveness 
does not seem diminished by their evi- 
dent good humor. Mondale is the main 
rallying point for Democrats who are 
doubtful about Carter. Ed Campbell, 
the Iowa Democratic chairman, in- 
troduced Mondale as "the great 
ecumenist of our party, our own Pope 
John." He is being credited with sw- 
inging Wisconsin from Reagan to 
Carter by the work he did last week 
with farmers, unionists and dissenting 
liberals. 
Bush plays a similar role on the 
Republican side, with his appeal to the 
ticket-splitters, independents and 
moderate Republicans who are ner- 
vous about Reagan's social policies 
and international pronouncements. 
At the urging of Michigan 
Republicans, the Reagan campaign 
put together a statewide 14-station 
television network to saturate the air- 
waves with a half-hour "Ask George 
Bush"  program. Similar programs 
have been or will be broadcast In 
almost all the other Great Lakes bat- 
tleground states. 
"The only reason most of our ticket- 
splitters are breaking to Reagan," 
said a key Pennsylvania suburban 
county GOP chairman, "is Bush. 
They figure that voting for Reagan, 
they'll eventually get Bush as presi- 
dent, too." 
THAT IS not so much a reflection on 
Reagan's age as it is a commentary 
on the future presidential viability of 
his running-mate. Mondale, too, ap- 
pears to have that potential, whatever 
happpens in 1980. 
The publicity Bush and Mondale are 
not getting from the national networks 
and newspapers is more than offset by 
the heavy local coverage they receive 
in the cities they have visited. 
Both men have small but expert 
political staffs of their own with them, 
and an ever-growing list of local con- 
tacts that can be exploited come 1984. 
The reason the may be so civil and 
cheerful is that for both of them, the 
fun is probably just beginning. 
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Michael Moore sees position as 'good change' 
History prof is new liaison for legislation, arts 
by Kim Van Wart 
staff reporter 
An influential role for a Universi- 
ty professor this year emerged out 
of a position that didn't even exist 
last year. 
Dr. Michael Moore, associate 
professor of history, has assumed 
new responsibilities this fall as 
liaison officer for legislative affairs 
and the arts. 
As liaison officer for the arts, a 
half-time assignment, Moore has 
been working through the provost's 
office to coordinate art activities on 
campus, including theater, dance, 
music, creative writing and visual 
arts. 
In addition, he is proposing a pro- 
ject of instruction and consultation 
with elementary and secondary 
school teachers in northwestern 
Ohio, in hopes to draw more 
aesthetic awareness and percep- 
tual skills from students. 
THIS AESTHETIC awareness, 
he explained, involves thinking in 
terms of images. 
"This goes beyond art apprecia- 
tion," he said, stressing that more 
art should be used in the classroom. 
"It is important to ask where the 
artist is being creative, and share 
in this creativity," he said. "It 
comes down to what makes a piece 
tick and what art is put into it to 
make it tick." 
He has begun consultation with 
the Art Institute of the Lincoln 
Center in New York City to plan a 
summer seminar at the University 
for public school teachers. 
THIS SEMINAR would provide 
"real artist" trainers to instill 
aesthetic awareness in teachers so 
they in turn can bring art into the 
classroom. Art would be integrated 
never were aware of before." 
Moore's next responsibility is to 
go to sources for money, and make 
cooperative agreements with 
school boards. 
WE HOPE to create better rela- 
tions between our faculty and that 
of other schools," he said. 
"We have a good nucleus here," 
he said. "There is strong communi- 
ty support for such a program." 
The University would be the se- 
cond area in the nation to hold art 
appreciation seminars, he said. 
'It is important to ask when the artist is being 
creative, and share in this creativity. It comes 
down to what makes a piece tick and what art is 
put into it to make it tick.' 
with general courses, such as math 
and science, he noted. 
After attending a seminar, Moore 
noted that the "fantastic participa- 
tion" required of him was "half the 
fun." 
"I saw a man trained as a scien- 
tist who acted like 55 going on 
seven. This seminar opened up a 
brand new world for him," he said. 
The best part about these 
seminars, he added, is that people 
"see and hear things that they 
"It is not our intent to run the 
show. We want a participatory role 
with other agencies," he said. 
AS LEGISLATIVE liaflon, 
Moore will assist University Vice 
President Richard Edwards in 
keeping contact with state officials, 
as well as providing information to 
the community. 
Edwards said that Moore's in- 
terest would be "helpful" for his 
"much-needed assistance" in 
handling affairs in Columbus. 
Moore, who has solid knowledge 
of the General Assembly, co- 
founded the Ohio Faculty Senate in 
1969. He was chair of that Assembly 
from 1969-74, and helped formulate 
policies and recommendations on 
issues of higher education in the 
state. He was also a member of the 
Ohio Board of Regents' Citizens' 
Task Force on Higher Education in 
1973-74. 
"My job as I see it," Moore said, 
"is to provide information to 
legislators as they need it. They 
need information from people they 
can trust because they often must 
operate in the dark. 
"I TRADE information, and take 
it back to the campus. I show 
them," he said, that "despite toilet 
paper in the trees, education is go- 
ing on here." 
Moore considers his new position 
to be a "good change," because of 
an "academic menopause" he is 
going through now. 
"I enjoy taking challenges to see 
if I can turn them into realities," he 
said. "When I think we have all the 
parts, I see if I can work it out with 
a bunch of people." 
A member of the faculty since 
1965, Moore was acting assistant 
dean   at  Firelands campus. Dr. Michael Moore 
Trial set for man charged for rape, assault 
A preliminary trial date has been 
set for a Bradner man who has been 
charged for separate incidents of 
felonious assault and rape. 
Eric Pearson, 27, was in Municipal 
Court yesterday on charges of rape, 
stemming from an Oct. 11 incident. 
He had been arraigned last week on 
felonious assault charges following an 
Oct. 13 incident. His preliminary trial 
date for both charges has been set for 
Friday at 8:30 a.m. in Municipal 
Court. 
Also, city police have a holder on 
Pearson from Upper Sandusky of- 
ficials who are seeking him in connec- 
tion with the rape of a 13-year-old girl. 
Bond for Pearson was set at $10,000. 
Briefs. 
Movie offering 
"The Man Who Knew Too Much" will be shown at 7 
p.m. at the Baptist Student Union,303 ThurstonAve. It is 
free and public. 
Deadline for KEY portrait 
Women for Women lecture 
Sue Skinner of the Socialist Workers Party in Toledo 
will speak on "Women's Issues in 1980" at 7 p.m. today 
in the Faculty Lounge, Union. The presentation, spon- 
sored by Women for Women, is free and public. 
The deadline is Nov. 7 for students who have not yet 
made an appointment to be photographed for the Ri^h l iftlo chrtm o,-,M «   + 
University yearbook, The KEY. The portrait sitting r»1^" UUie bNUW SOId OUT 
takes a few minutes, and there, is a (4 charge.. For an.ajt. .*. 
Jpoantinent call The KEY office,' 310 Student Services The Rich Little appearance Saturday in Anderson 
Bldg., Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., at Arena is sold out. The fewer than 100 tickets available at 
372-0086. the beginning of this week have been sold. 
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha 
Wish to Congratulate our 
Fall Pledge Class 
Dave Bruno 
Jeff Burton 
Bob Hochwalt 
Vince Mauro 
Mike McGuire 
Mike Miroglotta 
Frank Noble 
Keane O'Malley 
Steve Rosche 
Brett Rutledge 
We Now Have 
BAGELS 
Every   Thursday  Only 
in   the   Following  Combinations 
^
S
', 
"\ 
• Ham 
• Tuna 
• Bwttor 
• Salami 
• toast Baaf 
• Craam Chaesa 
Delivery 4:30 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
jJ 
* 352-GOOO 
• 351 44*3 
OffN> l1:M«.M..MM..ta(. 
4:M p.m. •» turn. 
THESE PRICES ARE SURE TO SCARE YOU 
10 Gal. Starter Kit 13.13 
15 Gal. Aquarium 13.13 
Aquaclear Filters 13.13 
Baby Parakeets 13.13 
Zebra Finches 13.13 a pair 
Piranhas 3.13 
All Levl Jeans 13.13 
6 Varieties of Fish 
.13 
FRIDAY-PIRANHA LOOK-ALIKE 
CONTEST 
PRIZES A WARDED FOR BEST 
COSTUMES • " 
OPEN TILL 10:00 .  ,'                           • 
'                                 vto     /5 A**               • 
o           ° f) ..IS ItalAl- ^ • ^lAmWM    1 2f 
SALE RUNS THURS. thru  SUNDAY 
University Flying Club seeks 
funding, support to stay afloat 
by Rosanne Danko 
The University Flying Club is headed for a crash lan- 
ding soon unless much needed funding and support can be 
generated. 
"To tell the truth, most people don't even know we have 
a flying club," Club President Roy Alexander said. 
"We would like the University's support because we 
are representing them at meets across the country," 
Julie Stripeik, club vice president, said. "We are the only 
team in our region that has to rent planes for both com- 
petition and practice." 
Despite lack of funds, the team managed to capture 
first or second place in most of the events at the Oct. 10-11 
regional meet. "This was in competition with schools 
like Ohio State University that own their own planes. I 
think that's a good demonstration of the team spirit we 
have," Stripeik said. 
Much of the team's spirit has come from coach Ray 
Heyde. Heyde, who was a member of the club as an 
undergraduate student at the University, teaches ground 
instruction in the aero-technological program and owns 
Heyde Aviation, located in the Bordner Airport east of 
campus. He provides discount rentals on planes for the 
team. 
Besides discounts from Heyde, the club helps cover its 
plane rentals and the increasing cost of fuel through fund- 
raisers like plane washes, poker runs i where pilots fly to 
five airports taking a card from each and the best hand 
wins) and bake sales. 
I realize the University doesn't have an unlimited 
budget to distribute to all the clubs, and they try to be 
fair, but considering the large expenses we have. I just 
don't think they are," Alexander said. 
The club has been invited to compete this spring in 
Monroe, La. But Stripeik said without the necessary fun- 
ding the club will not be able to attend. "We are one of the 
draws of the School of Aero-Technology here on campus. 
Therefore, we feel that we should be aided by the Univer- 
sity," Stripeik said. 
"The $475 maximum funds supplied by the 
barely paid for the last weekend oi competition." Alex- 
ander said. 
"A SCARING GOOD TIME" 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30 
7—MIDNIGHT 
FALCON'S NEST, UNION 
UAO'S ANNUAL HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY 
FEATURING THE FOLLOWING EVENTS: 
8:00-12:00    HAUNTED HOUSE ' 
9:00 
(-XT 
CARVED PUMPKIN"" 
CONTEST 
9:30-12:00    PIE THROWING' 
CONTEST 
;^»J 
,9:30-12:00    HAYRIDE'  
10:00 PUMPKIN SEED SPITTING 
CONTEST 
10:30    BITE FOR APPLE CONTEST 
1 1.00    PUMPKIN PIE EATING 
CONTEST 
11:30    BEST COSTUME CONTEST 
11:45    FINALE 
SIDE DOOR, UNION 
ADMISSIONSOc 
ENTRIES WILL BE JUDGED 
AND WINNER CHOSEN 
ENTRY FEE-25c   PIES THROWN 
AT THE HEADS OF VARIOUS 
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS 
WILL LEAVE UNION 
PERIODICALLY 
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED TO 
ALL CONTEST WINNERS'. 
FOOD AND BEVERAGES WILL BE SERVED AND A 
SOUND SYSTEM PROVIDED. ANYONE WEARING 
A COSTUME WILL RECEIVE A FREE DOOR PRIZE! 
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DISCOUNT SPECIALS 3 DAYS FRI. SAT. SUN. OCT. 31, NOV. 2 
IIIIIIHIKK 
■ 
Gillette® Supermax® 2 
1000 Watt Styler/Dryer 
-■   i-  "•''„'- -    SAVE 
-$3 *16.96 
Norelco' Curly Plus 
Curling Brush 
$10.96 
Great for men or women. 
2 heal/airflow settings. 
With handy detangling 
comb and styling brush. 
C.P.S.C. IISTID- 
NO ASHSTOS 
SAVE *1 
Use i' with mist or dry. 
I styles, straightens, 
brushes  curls, waves. 
Cool tip  Dual voltage 
MODIl 
MB I 640 
P 
-.- i 
'$ 
The New Rave' 
Soft ll;iir-|ir J\ 
' 02  Ae'osoi • 8 or  Pump 
Regular c Extra Moid 
$£Wz4&i'«N©-f9MiV 
HEAVYWIIGHT 
COTTON 
JEANS 
96 11 
REG. $15.84 
MEN S REGULAR CUT 
WITH STRAIGHT LEG 
YOUNG MEN'S SUM- 
CUT WITH FLARE LEG 
Rugged 14 ox denim 
with Senior Set'w • won t 
shrink wrinkle pucker. 
Novy blue  Sizes 29-42 
SAVE ON YOUR 
CHOICE OF 
TWO STYLES 
TRANSPARENT TAW 
4$1 
rolls        ■ 
MOW**. Ill  1A 
■/,-rttr-roJh  LIMIT 4 
UM 1 i 
• NOIMAl • DRY 
• oar * HiNNA 
S67* 
no. M.n 
i% votf "*»" 
LIMIT   IMOt. 
LIMIT 1 
77' 
4-OUMT MO 
LIMIT 1 
GREETING 
CARDS 
99 BOX OF' 14-11 
REGULAR SI.59 
TOAST' EM 
POP UPS' 
2$1 
IOXIS 
BOX OF 
•      I IS
REGULAR 74C BOX 
LIMIT 4 
fc. 
*M ^ 
DELICIOUS 
Hl-C® 
BEVERAGES 
6     167 
PACK   | 
(12 oz. cons) 
• Fruit Punch 
• Grope drink 
• Orange drink 
HC" UCMTtRS f m 
tur I ncas. - 
OfT It SACK 
WESSM 
(00« MC Ml 
63* 
14-CI  MTIU 
tR»MI 
78* 
IS OUNCI JAR 
LIMIT l 
Murphu's 
WART 
tlmfrtti 1080 S. Main, Bowling Green ^.STSS 
housing plans,romp,a'1 
Horton, acting dean of students, said. 
He added that housing a third stu- 
dent in a two-person room was the on- 
ly method employed during this 
year's crunch that had an adverse ef- 
fect on academic study. 
"The triple situation is the one I'm 
most concerned about - I don't ever 
want it repeated again," he said. 
HOUSING DIRECTOR Robert 
Rudd, said he does not know what is 
going to happen nest year with the 
housing situation. 
Last year when the economy 
soured, more students decided to go to 
school, he said. 
Although the Housing Office ex- 
pected that a certain percentage of 
applicants actually would not enroll, 
this cancellation rate was lower than 
expected, Rudd added. 
Despite the re-occurrence of the 
housing crunch students still will not 
be able to break their housing con- 
tracts unless they appear before a 
special appeals board, Rudd said. 
"We don't break a contract; we're 
trying to get students not to enter a 
contract at all," he said. 
Bush. from page 1 
rally and once at a brief news con- 
ference following the public ap- 
pearance. At the rally, Bush said, 
"The grass-roots people don't give 
a damn about what Ayatollah Kho- 
meini thinks (as to who should be 
president). They just want our peo- 
ple home on terms which are 
honorable." 
As a closing remark to the 
generally friendly crowd, Bush 
said he would extend the essence of 
fair play: "May the best man win, 
and may the other go back to 
Plains, Ga." 
In the five-minute news con- 
ference, Bush's second remark 
about the hostage situation was 
noncommittal: "I have been con- 
cerned about documented 
statements out of Iran . . . about 
them (Iranian leaders) wanting 
Carter'as president. My (view) is to 
leave it right there." 
Both Republicans are against 
reinstating the draft, he said. "We 
think we can make the volunteer 
Army work." 
Bush said he came back to 
Toledo, especially after his barb 
about the Toledo Mud Hens 
baseball team, because, "We 
believe we're making deep inroads 
in the blue-collar vote in this area. 
"I like it here - I like the Mud 
Hens." 
Hook for game predictions by Sports Swami in tomorrow's News. 
Records 
ABE CHEAPER AT 
THE SOURCE 
518 E  Wooster — By Dino's 
Mon     Sat. 10 9 Sun. 12-6 
Most LP's only 
kT 
3 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
1-800-438-8039 
SUPPORT 
OUR 
ADVERTISERS 
LOSE WEIGHT 
PERMANENTLY 
thru Hypnosis! 
BG.    Weight    1 
Smoking 
Control 
352-8777 
St** 
|Wl.8URL.MB«A?1 Ranfl 
COUNTY RECORDER 
Republican Candidate 
Poid lor by Win lor Recorder Committee : Paul H. Davis 
Chairman. 405 N. Main St., North Baltimore, O. 
THEV 
SEOUCTIOIM 
UE JOE TV\IAW 
JA UNTVERSA1 PKTTURf 
FRI. & SAT. 
8:00 & 10:00 P.M. 
210 MSC 
$1 w/Student I.D. 
H 
RABID 
FRI. & SAT. 
Midnight 
210 MSC 
$1 w/Student I.D. 
Sunday 
2, 7 & 9:00 P.M. 
MAIN AUD. 
$1 w/Student I.D. 
|Tickets for first show| 
go on sale '/> hour 
before Show Time. 
Student I.D. 
Must be Plastic 
I.D. or Validation 
As a service to University students, 
THE FRATERNITIES 
AT B.G.S.U. ARE 
OFFERING AN 
ESCORT SERVICE 
To provide students with a person to 
walk with them on campus after dark 
and insure their safety. 
Call Campus Safety 
and Security 
at 2-2346 
HOURS ARE: 
MONDAY - THURSDAY 
5:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.     tyfWjj 
Siprwrnwr. 
ALL ESCORTS HAVE BEEN SCREENED 
BY CAMPUS SAFETY AND SECURITY 
* 
Biq simplest AT 
^    CrlARliE's  BliNd   Piq l 
SATUR<*AV NiqrIT 
w*tM        NovEMbER   1 
WE STIU *< 
I.AVE TNE SAME 
dRiNk spcdAis!!! 
WE REsjuiRr TIIE UTTERS 
ON TIIE StNdAy qREEk NiqriT      2 FOR 1 piii IK R 
5 CATAqORIES 
OpEN 
Elsewhere. 
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AP Photo 
Passing motorists may have thought they had reached the end of a 
long day when they spied "Fred", a skeleton sitting upright in Roger 
Carrignan's truck in Los Angeles. Roger, sitting in back of the truck, 
brought the skeleton home for a Halloween party from his job at a 
surgical manufacturer. 
Iranian Parliament may 
vote today on hostage^ 
By The Associated Press 
Iran's Parliament discussed the 
U.S. hostages in secret for four hours 
yesterday and may move toward a 
vote today. A deputy said new condi- 
tions for release of the captives have 
been decided. 
Sources close to the talks said that 
after a heated debate in which several 
Parliament members stalked out, the 
members decided to hold an open ses- 
sion today and vote on proposed condi- 
tions. 
But deputy Hussein Hashemian, 
reached by telephone from Beirut, 
Lebanon, said "We may have an open 
session or a closed session - it is not 
for sure," and that debate may con- 
tinue for four to six days. 
Some members of the 228-seat 
Parliament or Majlis expressed 
guarded optimism over the possibility 
of a final decision today. 
"The Majlis generally favored solv- 
ing the issue in a way acceptable to 
both parties," Hossein Ali Rahmani, a 
Kurdish deputy known to be moderate 
on the hostage issue, told reporters. "I 
think there is a 70-percent likelihood 
of a decision today," Rahmani said. 
ASKED IF new conditions had been 
added, deputy Hashemian said, "yes 
but we will make them public later." 
Several issues still were unsettled, but 
"The condition of the shah's wealth 
remains," he said. "We are debating 
on the apology."  
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, the 
80-year-old Iranian leader, has said 
the U.S. government should apologize 
for its support of the late shah's 
regime. But in September, when he 
set out in general terms Iran's 
demands, the apology was omitted. 
His demands included return of the 
shah's fortune, a pledge of non- 
interference in Iran's affairs, 
withdrawal of lawsuits against Iran 
and release of Iranian assets frozen in 
U.S. banks. Khomeini, who holds the 
greatest power in his country, has 
charged the Majlis with responsibility 
for the hostages' fate. 
MANY DEPUTIES have suggested 
that additional terms may be added. 
But Rahmani, pressed by reporters, 
said the committee's recommenda- 
tions basically follow Khomeini's. 
Some members suggested Iran be 
given three hours of U.S. television 
time to air its grievances but this was 
not greeted favorably, the deputy 
said. A West German network said 
Tuesday that such a demand was be- 
ing made and an Iranian spokesman 
denied it unequivocally. 
Another publicized counter- 
proposal, that the United States 
remove the four radar-equipped 
surveillance aircraft it posted in Saudi 
Arabia, also was not well received, 
Rahmani said. 
Stand Off:   Poll finds candidates gained equally from debate 
tenders for the White House split the 
newly decided group evenly, an ex- 
clusive poll by The Associated Press 
says. 
The nationwide survey of 1,062 
registered voters who watched the 
debate on television provided results 
that each candidate could cite as 
By Associated Press 
The one-and-only, one-on-one 
debate between Jimmy Carter and 
Ronald Reagan helped many undecid- 
ed Americans make up their minds 
whom to vote for, but the two con- 
evidence of a "victory" in the Tues- 
day night confrontation. But, for each, 
such evidence is balanced by other 
factors. 
On the plus side for Reagan, those 
who watched the debate said the 
former California governor did a bet- 
ter job than Carter in the face-off. 
That finding, however, is principally 
the product of more Reagan sup- 
porters  watching  the  debate than 
Carter backers. 
AND FOR Carter, the post-debate 
interviews found 6 percentage points 
more support for the incumbent than 
before   the debate Tuesday night. 
Reagan's support also rose 6 points. 
The poll was designed to measure 
voters who watched the debate. 
I 
I 
I 
Ch R i ST IM ASJobs! 
Attention Clevelanders! Do you want to earn money 
and have fun during your Christmas vacation? Sales positions 
are available for qualified applicants at Higbee's Downtown 
Store for Thanksgiving and Christmas breaks. Interviews will 
be conducted Mon-Fri, 10 to 5:30 at Higbee's Downtown. 
Availability for training class Nov. 8 or 9 or Nov. 15 or 16 is 
a must. Former employees may call 579-2572 directly to 
secure a place in the "refresher" class Nov. 22. Don't miss 
out-Come for an interview todav! 
HIGBEE'S 
HH) /•ublic Square 
in Equal (typtirtunity Employer 
Re-elect BOB BROWN 
for  continued 
RESPONSIVE 
RESPONSIBLE 
REPRESENTATION 
BGSU Alumni 
BOB BROWN for State Representative 
Pd for by   Committee Wayne Scheider, Audrey Keirns 
P.O. Box 62 Perrysburg  
Cochairmen 
OUR GIANT 
m 
MIDNIGHT SHOW 
EXTRAVAGANZA! 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY ONLY 
« 
* 
CARVED 
PUMPKIN 
CONTEST 
Create an original carved pumpkin   Bring 
carved pumpkin to Spooktacular      tonite 
(in Falcon's Nest)      Pumpkin must be 
entered by 9:00 p.m. Prizes to be awarded. 
*•*••••**•••*••**••*••••••••••• 
j Hie Brothers of I 
* Lambda Chi Alpha ; 
* wish to welcome their new * 
* 
£ Barry Crum 
J Guildo Fatica 
* Paul Henderson 
Associate Members 
David Miller 
Craig Paterson 
Marc Perkins 
Rob Sherman J 
Mark Smith J 
GaryWinand   { 
••*••••••••••••*••••*•••**••*•• 
Halloween Night •••• 
49( small pizza for kids 12 and under. 
Kids 12 and under, dressed in costume, and accompanied by .in adult, can 
get their choice of any small pizza plus treats tor only 49c IVn't miss nut 
on the fun. Come see all the (ihosts, Gohlins, anj Monsters at your 
nearest participating Pizza Inn - Friday October 31, 5:30 till 10:30p.m. 
Pizza inn 
cKwi get<zMoi& ofth^HyngsjOtflove, 
1616 E Wooster, 352-4657 
CLA-ZEL 
• THEATRE• 
N   MAIN. B G 
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OUR 1980 
WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATS 
Classifieds. 
Sue Kinder John Dunipace Reynold Davis 
Patrick Ng JohnAult Robert Dunipace 
James Sherck       James Copley       Nancy Newlove        Fred Deering       Joseph Arpad 
IN WOOD COUNTY 
John G. 
AULT 
Wood County Commissioner 
Robert D. 
DUNIPACE 
Wood County Commissioner 
John 
DUNIPACE 
Wood County Prosecuting Attorney 
Reynold A. 
DAVIS 
Wood County Sheriff 
Nancy R. 
NEWLOVE 
Wood County Clerk of Courts 
Sue 
KINDER 
Wood County Recorder 
James R. 
COPLEY 
Ohio Senate-District 2 
Patrick 
NG 
Wood County Engineer 
IN COLUMBUS 
Frank D. 
CELEBREZZE 
Joseph J. 
ARPAD 
Ohio House-Dist. 83 
oil Wood Co except Rosstord. Northwood 4 lake Twp] 
Frederick H. 
DEERING 
Ohio House-Dist.84 
(Rontord  Norlhwood and lake Twp.) 
Chief Justice 
Ohio Supremo Court 
Lawrence 
GREY 
Justice 
Ohio Supreme Court 
Clifford 
BROWN 
Justice 
Ohio Supreme Court 
IN WASHINGTON 
Jimmy 
CARTER 
President 
Walter 
MONDALE 
Vice President 
James R. 
SHERCK 
U.S. Congress-Dist. 5 
John 
GLENN 
U.S. Senate 
"PUBLIC SERVANTS 
WE CAN BE PROUD OF ## 
Paid for by the Wood County Democratic Campaign Committee: Allen R. Baldwin, 
Chair.; Irene Shiple, Vice-Chair.; Marlene Purdy, Secretary; Al Newlove, Treasurer. 
P.O. Box 707, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Political Advertisement 
LOST AND FOUND 
Lost watch-men's silver Bulova. 
engraved    Richard    W.    Davis 
P*w«TSL3Z£4Hfc-  
Reward white Siamese with blue 
eyes.    Karan    R.    354 1627   or 
English Qept.  
Lost glasses with  brown tinted 
lenses      REWARD Call    Sally 
354-1054.  
Lost 1 dorm key on keychain with 
"Beth', call 2 4391 If found. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
EXPERT TYPING 
REASONABLE RATES 
352 7305 
HAVING     LANGUAGE     PRO 
BLEMS? 
Native German will tutor in Ger 
man,   French or  Russian.  Also 
avail  for translation. 352 WS5 
PERSONALS 
Don't   let  your Thursday party 
come   unDunn    Start   it  out on 
WFAL with rockln* Beth Dunn, 
Thursday 7 to 9pm 
Merit Points, inverviews ..Your 
LABOR as pledges is almost over 
Moonshiners!   Love   in Gamma 
Phi The Actives. 
IFC: Thank you tor initiating the 
escort system. Best of luck for its 
success.    Love.    Panhel   Greek 
Unity 
Chi Omega On Friday, early In 
the night, visitors will be near 
Unmask,        unmask there's 
REDRUMjntheair? ????*> 
Ski Club's 1st Annual Ski Swap! 
Good    buys Low    prices.   All 
welcome to participate. More in 
fo- call Glnnv 352 4371. 
Dear    Sig    EpsOn    Halloween 
night, when the ghouls come out. 
the   D.G 's   will   be   "devilish", 
without   a   doubt!   Looking for 
ward   TO    a"howllsh"eveninq 
The D.G  s 
Joni. I've still got your 
little pal! He's wrapped 
tight & safe for now. 
Don't be in a rush or do 
something rash or little 
Skruff might go out with 
the trash  Your dognapper 
Students of Rodgers Quad, make 
sure to vote on Thursday 4 Fri 
day for your presidential hopeful 
Vote at the main desk between 
8 5        
KAREN: 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 8103011111 
Your Secret Pumpkin.  
Double your T GIF. buzz for the 
price  of  one at  Uptown   Don't 
Dear Sig Eps On Halloween 
night, when the ghouls come out, 
the DCs will be "devilish", 
without a doubt! Looking for 
ward to a "howhsh" evening 
The D.G.'s. 
leave till you see twice as many 
demons Happy Hours lives! Fri- 
day 4 to 7 With WFAL 
Mary, Judi. Jeri & Kim. Threw a 
keg but didn't swim, pulled a 
rope, went on a run & proved the 
Chi O's are *1! Congrats-Your 
Baby Hooters. 
LAST BEER BLAST UPTOWN 
Students for Anderson. Beer 
Blast Thursday. Oct 30,9 1,3 tor 
the price ot 1. 
Bring your parent to the Rec 
Center for "Rec Your Parent" 
Day Sat Nov 1 25' admission 
Why should the dtvll have all the 
good music? Listen to 111 FM, 
WBGUSun. morn I 10am: The 
BEST in contemporary Christian 
Rock on WBGU. 
Customized T-shirts jerseys & 
sportswear Group rates tar date 
parties, dorms, fraternity, 
sorority. Low Cost Fast 
Delivery Call Tim 352 2769 
Embalming Hours at Sub Me 
Quick. 5 7pm. 143 E Woosfer. No 
live music, but no cover charge. 
DEAD PARTIES? 25 new ft ex- 
citing drinking games that are 
guaranteed to enliven a funeral. 
Send S3 to Party Time Supplies. 
P.O. BOM 1071. Bowling Green. 
Ohio 43402. 
Minolta Pocket Camera lost 
Saturday evening in Parking Lot 
behind Union. If found please 
contact Brian at 372 2524 
19am 5pm) or 352 6244 (eves.) 
Order your mom a corsage tor 
Parent's Day. Orders will be 
taken Thursday ft Friday in front 
ot the J School. 104 Univ. Hall. 
Only S3.75!! 
Kappa Sig Pledges A warm up 
for a warm up?? It's cool with 
us!! See you tonight ..Chi O 
Pledges 
Attention Greeks ft other Cam- 
pus Organizations'! (dorm halls, 
intramural teams, professional 
clubs, etc.! if you need T-shirts, 
shorts, visors, sweatshirts or any 
type of sportswear screen printed 
on, come on in or call & ask tor an 
appointment with one of our 
representatives. We print 
anything on anything, guarantee 
quality, have LOW LOW prices & 
quick courteous service! East 
Court Sportswear. 117 E. Court 
St. 352 1097 (Next to Brathaus) 
??? What do ox roast, flamer, 
snowbound. Hells Angels, 
Western Kidnap. Dorm Olym 
pics. Beta Fever & many more 
have in common? They are all 
good times & some of the nicest 
Nothing to do tonight? Come Up 
town to the lowest Beer Prices in 
town. Students for Anderson 
Beer Blast 9 till l at the Old Red 
wood Restaurant. No Cover 
' shins  on campus,   LOW cost, 
fast delivery  Call Tim 352 2769 
3 West Rodgers Tomorrow's the 
night! And gobblins aren't the on 
ly    thing    that   come   out   on 
Halloween See    you    at    the 
Costume    Party!     The    Wild 
Women of 3 highs Batchelder! 
Rob. Vic & Deb, Thanks for the 
best  B  Day ever!   I  really was 
surprised!    You   guys   are   the 
greatest>_ I lov» Ml Shell. 
Fall    Rummage   Sale   Trinity 
United   Methodist   Church 
Basement. 200 N. Summit. Tues. 
Oct   28, 9 6.  Wed.   Oct   29, 9 6 
Thurs  Oct. 30, 98. Fri. Oct. 31. 
9 6   Sa'   Nov   lx10 2. 
Congratulations    Cindl    Holl 
ingshead   &   Mark   Trimble   on 
their Alpha Phi Phi Delt lavalier 
ing. Love, The Alpha Phi's. 
Residents of Rodgers: 
Catch The "Rodgerlan" 
Ask your R.A  today 
Rkk, Has It been 5 mos. already? 
Time sure does fly when we're 
together. Much tOW, Deb. 
Moonshiners..Labor in Gamma 
Phi Beta means giving fo make 
our house the best it can be. 
PIKE SPRING PLEDGES 
What a wonderful surprise! 
Thanks for our early morning 
breakfast Gook Luck during ac 
t.v,.tion   Love. The Ph, Mu's 
Dear Mary, just wanted to thank 
you for your wonderful treatment 
since Sept. 24 & to tell you I am 
really proud bo be lavaliercd to 
you, hang in there. The Rel. 
3 for The Price ot 1 LOWEST 
Beer price in town. 9 till 1 at old 
Redwood Restaurant Last 
Chance for a good time & no 
cover 
The Little Sisters of Zeta Beta 
Tau would like to welcome their 
fall pledge class. Teri, Lisa. 
Charla, Teresa, Liz. Jenni, Lynn. 
Good Luck during pledging. Love 
ZBT Lll' Sis S 
Sub Me Quick now serving 
bagels on Thursday only. Eat in 
or carry out or delivery. 
352 GOOD. (See our special ad on 
page   
DAN SHOOK Great job on 
Homecoming. DAVE 
MIHELICK Excellent job with 
Haunted House, efforts like these 
are what makes Sig Ep functions 
a total succcess. Your Brothers! 
BEER BLAST BEER BLAST 
BEER BLAST TONIGHT 9 TILL 
I. 3 BEERS FOR THE PRICE 
OF 1. NO COVER. OLD 
REDWEED RESTAURANT 
Bring your parent to the Rec 
Center for "Rec Your Parent" 
Day. Sat. Nov   1. 25' admission. 
Bring your parent to 'he Rec 
Center for "Rec Your Parent" 
Day   Sat. Nov. 1    25« admission 
WANTED 
Home for I wk old puppy. Comb. 
bik. lab/setter. Very cute. Semi 
Trained  Call 353 4555   
1 M rmte tor Wtr.,Spr. qtrs 
Winthrop Terr. Nth. Apts. S95 
mo own bdrm. Ask for Rick or 
Kevin at 352 8578. 
2 M rmtes. needed for Wtr. ft 
Spr. 1981. 831 7th St. apt. 2. 
$247.50/qtr ($82 50/mot Furn. 
Hi baths. Call 352 0008 
F rmte (or Wtrt. & Spr. Lg. 
house, 3 blks Irom campus on N. 
Prospect $106 & util a month 
352 9394 
6 general admission tickets to 
Rich Little show. Call 372 1715 
HELP WANTED 
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE 
POSITION! Part time position 
promoting high quality Spring 
Break beach trips on campus for 
commission plus tree travel. Call 
or write for an application. Sum- 
mit Travel, Inc.. Parkade Plaza, 
Columbia. Mo, 65201, 1800) 
325 0439. 
Pet Emporium. Full ft part time 
positions. Must be willing to 
work. 1011 S Main. Apply in per- 
son 
FOR SALE 
COMIC BOOKS, 3700 MARVEL, 
DC. ATLAS 200 MAGAZINES: 
STARLOG. FUTURE, OTHERS. 
Write: Tom Buehrer c/o English 
Dept. or call Toledo 4754171 
evenings. 
HOME Barn, 19 acres. Asking 
$175,000 Custom built 4 bdrm. 
home, tirsf door family room ft 
basement. 60'x32' horse barn. 1 
acre fenced corral. For app't. 
call Judy Ewig at WELLS 
BOWE N I 531 4189 or 535 0011 
Fender Champ amplifier. Very 
good comdition. $75 Call 
354 1578 
Realistic Optimus 10 speakers. 
never used, perfect condition. 
must sell $120 apiece Call 
352 7301 after 6pm. 
Rich Little 4 floor seats at cost. 
Mark 352 2894 
FOR RENT 
831 7th St. Apt. * I 2 bdrm. furn. 
All util. except elec paid, for by 
owner Wtr. & Spr Qtr. $330 
mo./$300 deposit. John Newlove 
Real Estate 352 6553 or 352 1737 
Beautiful big room for a M. or F. 
student $100 & v) ot util. 2' i ml. 
from BGSU   Call 352 6421 
MC#*NEED| 
"XASH? 
Sell those 
GOLD & SILVER 
items! 
JEWELRY 
BOX 
IMW.Wooit.r 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME OUR 
John Adgate 
Fred Amstel 
Glen Bruziewski 
Jerry Callibarri 
Dave Dillihunt 
Mike Eberly 
Doug Gabram 
FALL PLEDGES 
Preston Gandy 
Jim Geers 
Mike Holland 
Bret Kime 
Greg Kirchoff 
Mark Kohler 
Bart Markel 
Terry McMahon 
GO SIG EP 
* "Today is the last day to sign-up" 
% 
DO YOU LIKE NATURE? 
IF SO, YOU'LL LOVE 
BACKPACKING! 
LOCATION: Pinckney, Michigan 
DATE- Oct. 31st - Nov.2nd 
A $9 fee is due upon sign-up in the UAO office 
(3rd floor of Union). Equipment may be rented 
from the outing center. 
UPTOWN'S 
2nd ANNUAL 
HALLOWEEN PARTY 
FRIDAY NIGHT 
NO COVER with costume 
-$25 first prize for -* 
best costume osac^^n 
-Happy Hours from °"^^ 
4p.m.-9p.m. all drinks 2 for 1 
Elsewhere 
October 30, 1980 Th« BG Newt 7 
Cincinnati cable companies fight 
over city's TV franchise rights 
By Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - The competition for 
the city's cable television franchise 
has generated an advertising war, 
with one cable firm accusing another 
of leaning toward the rich. 
Warner Amex Cable of Cincinnati 
and Queen City Cablevision have 
bought full-page newspaper ads and 
some television and radio commer- 
cials in an effort to gain public support 
of their proposals. 
But the advertising campaigns have 
drawn the ire of Mayor J. Kenneth 
Blackwell, who described the strategy 
as "muckraking and smear cam- 
paigns." 
"I don't think any of us appreciates 
the nature of the campaign that is 
presently taking  place,"  Blackwell 
said. 
The controversy was sparked when 
a citizens' board appointed to study 
cable proposals chose Queen City 
Cablevision over five other competing 
firms. By an 8-3 vote, the board 
selected Queen City's proposal as the 
best. That recommendation was not 
binding, however, and City Council is 
to decide the matter. 
STILL, WARNER issued a series of 
television and newspaper ads asking, 
"Who's going to profit from cable vi- 
sion in Cincinnati." 
"If Queen City Cable gets the cable 
contract, some select individuals are 
going to strike it rich," the Warner 
ads said. " If Warner Amex Cable gets 
the contract, we'll have a richer Cin- 
cinnati." 
City officials want women and 
minorities to become involved in the 
cable television operation — 
whichever firm is awarded the fran- 
chise. 
WARNER proposed giving 20 per- 
cent of its local stock to a variety of 
local institutions, including the 
YWCA, Xavier University, Cincinnati 
public schools, the Jewish Federation 
and the University of Cincinnati. 
Queen City proposed making 
shareholders out of local attorneys, 
and business and political leaders. 
When the Warner campaign was 
released, Queen City countered with 
its own advertising that stressed it 
would serve "all the people and all the 
institutions of Cincinnati." 
Day in review. 
Pope OKs marriage for priests 
VATICAN CITY - Pope John Paul II, ending a two- 
year freeze on granting dispensation from vows of 
priestly celibacy, has issued new guidelines to allow 
Roman Catholic priests to leave the priesthood and 
marry but still remain in the church. 
The decision removes a major source of tension in the 
church created by the pope's refusal to process almost 
5,000 petitions on file from priests seeking release from 
their vows, Vatican sources said. 
The papal directive is in a letter to bishops and heads 
of religious orders from Cardinal Fran jo Seper, head of 
the Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, 
formerly called the Holy Office. 
An English copy of the letter, written in Latin and 
dated Oct. 14, was made available to The Associated 
Press yesterday. 
The celibacy rule is believed to be a main reason 
behind the sharp increase in the defections of Roman 
Catholic priests in recent years. 
There are about 4,000 defections a year, or 1 percent of 
the world's 400,000 priests. This is double the rate during 
the pontificate of Pope Paul VI. In the United States, 
almost 8,000 priests are said to have left the priesthood 
since 1965. 
Nixon testifies in FBI trial 
WASHINGTON - Former President Richard M. Nix- 
on testified in court yesterday that the director of the 
FBI had direct authority from the president to conduct 
warrantless break-ins in foreign intelligence cases that 
were important to national security. 
Testifying at the trial of two former FBI officials ac- 
cused of illegally authorizing break-ins, Nixon said, "It 
was my understanding that in matters of foreign in- 
telligence the line went directly from the president to 
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover." 
Later, Nixon said that same authority was in effect in 
1972 and 1973 when L. Patrick Gray III was acting direc- 
tor of the FBI and warrantless searches were conducted 
at residences of friends and relatives of radical Weather 
Underground fugitives. 
STUDENT NIGHT SPECIAL 
iViBi THURSPHYJ! 
MUDfNTS   . «? I aUU 
ENDS TONIGHT1        -DIVINE 
MADNESS" AT 7:30 t 9:20 P.M 
STARTS FRIDAY 
Charllon Heston and Susannah 
York In 
"THE AWAKENING" (R) 
AT 7 30 1 9:!0 P M 
HELD OVER FOR 3RD BIG 
WEEK!!! 
Tha Motion Plclura Hit ol (he 
Yaar! 
Chrla Makepeace and Ruin 
Gordon in 
MY BODYGUARD" (PGI 
AT 7:30 4 9 20 P.M 
Read the #♦»#»»•» 
*BG News 
pgisopelk* 
IS ONLY AS 
FAR AS YOUR PHONE 
352-5166 
brings you a Quality pizza or 
submarine sandwich 
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
ATTENTION! 
J-School Schedule Changes 
Jour. 306   Intro. Photo. 9:30 MR 
9 1921 8:30-10:30 WED. LAB       ■    •- 
'     Jour. 340 Prirf ot PR. 2:30-4:30 
# 7926 MW 
Jour. 404 Mag. Art. Writ. 2:30-4:30 
It 4602        Hall     T,R 
Jour. 461    Pix. Edit. 12:30-2:30 
#4601 MW 
BEER BLAST 
—NO COVER— 
3 for the price of 1 
TONITE 
9-7 Beneath Uptown 
Sponsored  by 
The  Students  lor  Anderson 
CAMPUS FILMS 
"In any lanquago 
i hi- It In. i- 
laugh-out-loud 
hinrtv 
■U..n.lt-Hulls 
R     ARJSuC 
United Artists 
Gish Theatre 
•1.00 
w/student I.D. 
Thurs. 8:00 & 
10:00 p.m. 
ABORTIONS 
Storfanf R»tr 
$175 
I-24 week (treaytoncy 
terminated by 
Llc«naW GytiecoJofJlai 
CLOtf TO OU« »■« A 
riNitr PAciuTiei »MO 
MOO r «N re rMNiouat 
CAll TOIL «lf 
•00-362-120 5 
THE GREAT 
SWEATER SATE 
Chilly days ahead—Nows the time to wrap up and save! 
Take your pick from our ENTIRE STOCK of pullovers, 
cowls, furhlends, shedands, pointelles, cardigans. 
In solids or novels. 
SAVE 
f 720% to 50% 
THURS. 
FRI.&SAT. 
9:30 to 5:30 
THE POWDER PUFF 
525 RIDGE ST. 
NEW Springsteen        $8.99 Pet Beneter       $5.99  David Bowie        $5.99  Zepp       $4.98  Oevo.. . $4.98 Police.   . $4.98 
Times Squere .     $9.99   Talking Heeds..   $4.98   John Cougar       $4.98   Jeen LucPonty .   . $5.99  Donne Summer.     $5.99 
Doors       $5.99   SpyroQyre       $5.99   Michael Stanley        $4.98   °LUS THOUSANDS MORE WITH THIS COUPON BELOW 
,'     ^jf—J*. ^^ FIND IT AT FINDERS!        ! 
:: si©™coupon 
On Any Regularly PricecKAtBUMS, 
Prerecorded TAPES, or CUSTOM T-SHIRTS. ! 
This Couoon is Good for $1 Off Each Item 
Per Purchase! -. 
Buy 1 LP -- Save $1.   Buy 5 LP's - Save $5. etc. / 
MOST LP's only $4.98!    Many Other Chart LP's Only $5.99! 
i  E.   Wooster       Campus   Across   From   Harshman ' 
! Main   St.   /   Downtown. Good thru NOV. 11th. \ 
So you 
want to be in 
pictures? 
You are! 
(In the 1981 KEY) 
Appointments are still being taken for 
senior pictures for the yearbook. 
You can be in the 1981 KEY by just calling 
372-0086 or stopping by 310 Student Services. 
Remember,   Nov. 7 is the last day, so sign up TODAY! 
8 The BG News October 30, 1980 
Women's group vows not to support candidate 
Reagan's stand on feminist issues called 'medieval' 
by Stephen Hudak 
Ronald Reagan is no ladies man. 
The Republican presidential can- 
didate who opposes the Equal Rights 
Amendment is the target of a resolu- 
tion by the National Organization for 
Women, which says it will not support 
him for president. 
While NOW was careful not to en- 
dorse any candidate, it made no bones 
that Reagan was not its man. The 
anti-Reagan resolution, passed at the 
NOW convention Oct. 5, referred to 
Reagan's stand on feminist issues as 
"medieval" and said the "captive of 
the radical right" wants to "return 
women to the 19th century." 
NOW has criticized Reagan's anti- 
abortion and anti-ERA stands, in 
which he claims ERA will lean to 
federal intervention into the affairs of 
individual states. Reagan also 
believes ERA will "produce quotas 
and ratios" in the work force, and the 
proposed amendment is "dangerous 
to families." 
LINDA FURNEY, state president 
of NOW, said the amendment is aimed 
at "eliminating the basic kind of state 
and federal laws that discriminate 
against women," not at establishing 
quotas. 
"ERA is an economics issue. He 
(Reagan) is talking about the 
paranoia that ERA will lead to 
(uni-sex i toilets and homosexual mar- 
riages," Fumey said. 
She said that NOW is not happy with 
President Carter either. 
"Jimmy Carter has given ERA lip 
service. To get support for his can- 
didacy, Carter promised some states 
federal grant money for public works. 
He could use the same tactics to sway 
three state legislatures," she said, 
referring to the number of states 
needed to ratify ERA. 
CARTER PUSHED for the three- 
year, three-month extension of the 
ratification deadline to June 1962, but 
not one state has ratified the amend- 
ment since his inauguration, Fumey 
said. 
The last state to ratify ERA was In- 
diana in January 1977. 
Although NOW, the nation's largest 
feminist organization with about 
125,000 members, voted to rescind a 
December resolution vowing to op- 
pose Carter's re-election, the group 
refused to endorse Carter, partly 
because he did not take a firm stand 
on abortion or ERA during platform 
debates at the Democratic National 
Convention. He also opposed federal 
funding of abortions for poor women. 
NOW's decision to rescind its 
resolution against Carter resulted 
from the pro-women's rights plank of 
the Democratic platform, specifically 
minority plank 10. 
MINORITY PLANK 10, Fumey 
said, is a reason for optimism in an 
otherwise bleak election year. The 
plank asserts that "the Democratic 
Party shall withhold financial support 
and technical campaign assistance 
from candidates who do not support 
ERA." 
Some NOW members had pushed 
for an endorsement of independent 
candidate John Anderson, but most 
members felt Anderson, strongly pro- 
feminist, had little or no chance in the 
election and that, consequently, a vote 
for Anderson would be a vote for 
Reagan. 
Neither Congressman Anderson's 
home state of Illinois nor President 
Carter's home state of Georgia have 
ratified the amendment. 
Fumey also pointed out that 13 of 
the 15 states which have not ratified 
ERA are controlled by Democratic 
legislatures, while nine of the 15 are 
Southern states. 
NOW MEMBERS have pledged to 
support all pro-ERA legislators in 
statehouses across the nation, ex- 
pecially   those   targeted   by   anti- 
abortion groups. 
ERA has been defeated by two votes 
in each of the last three states that 
have considered it - Illinois, Florida 
and Virginia. 
"A terrible irony," Fumey said, 
"that six men have prevented millions 
of women from having equal pay and 
freedom from discrimination." 
Fumey said she thinks recent 
claims by Reagan that he will appoint 
a woman to the next opening on the 
U.S. Supreme Court bench will "not 
soften the anti-Reagan stance of NOW 
members. 
"The next opening will go to a 
woman no matter who is elected. It's 
time for a woman on the bench," she 
said. 
'La Cage Aux Folles' reflects European humor 
Preview by 
Frank Carollo 
Don't let the title put you off. Don't let the language get 
in your way. Don't let anything stop you from seeing "La 
Cage Aux Folles." 
Tonight's University Activities Organization's Campus 
Films presentation is an offbeat but funny comedy. '"La 
Cage Aux Folles," which has been translated as "Birds of 
a Feather," is a French-Italian production with a distinc- 
tly Continental look and feel. It is a prime example of the 
European style of humor, and is worth seeing for that 
reason alone. 
But the story, rather than style, is the movie's real 
strength. 
Laurent and Andrea are a young couple who want to get 
campus *™ »*> 1 
married - but their families are a problem. Her father, 
Simon, the Secretary-General of the Union for Moral 
Order, sees himself as a pious crusader for decency and 
propriety. 
LAURENT'S FATHER, Renato, is somewhat more 
flamboyant. He runs a nightclub that features men in 
drag as singers and dancers. Renato's roommate is a 
man named Albin, who stars in the nightclub as a singer, 
"Zaza Napoli, Queen of the Theater." His "family" also 
includes Jacob, a black man who works as a maid in hot 
pants and a blonde wig. 
Once Renato and Albin recover from the shock of 
Laurent's wish to marry a woman, they realize they have 
to change the appearance of their household or risk 
jeopardizing Laurent's marriage. What can they do to 
avoid outraging the puritanical Simon? 
In one hilarious scene, Renato coaches Albin on who to 
act like a "real" man. His tips include the manly way to 
drink tea and spread butter on toast, and advice on being 
tough, "like John Wayne." 
The truth comes out eventually, but Albin's skill in 
dressing as a woman saves sanctimonious Simon from 
scandal, and all ends well. Laurent and Andrea are mar- 
ried. 
"LA CAGE Aux Folk's" presents a sympathetic, yet 
humorous view of gay life. Even though limp-wristed 
Renato and swishy Albin present stereotyped images of 
homosexual men, they are the most humane characters 
in the film. The movie doesn't judge them or their 
lifestyle; it simply says that these men, like other 
humans, are funny people. 
tions. He sort of changed them around 
to where he was comfortable with 
them and Reagan just went right into 
them. He didn't beat around the 
bush," Tarbet, a freshman education 
major, said. 
Tarbet was so impressed with 
Reagan's performance that he has 
reconsidered how he will vote in Tues- 
day's election. 
"Before, I was leaning towards 
Carter," he said. "Now it's Reagan." 
THE DEBATE had the opposite ef- 
fect on Myron Chenault, associate 
vice president for legal, staff and con- 
tract relations. 
"All it did was firm (my beliefs) 
up," Chenault said, noting his support 
for Carter. "I put a bumper sticker on 
my car this morning - Carter/Mon- 
dale. 
"Carter won because he kept 
Reagan on the defensive," he explain- 
ed. "The only time Reagan was effec- 
tive was his concluding remarks" 
when Reagan asked voters to consider 
if they wanted four more years of 
Carter policies. 
Independent candidate John Ander- 
son was the winner for a few students 
who watched the debate on The Cable 
News Network, which featured Ander- 
son commenting on the debate as it 
happened. 
But one student saw a victor in so- 
meone besides the obvious choices of 
Carter, Reagan or Anderson. 
"If anybody won the debate I would 
say Barbara Walters," Matt Ward, 
freshman business major, said. "She 
had the best questions." 
AMAZING! FIRST SHOWING! 
The Quasar Information Processor™ (HC2000U) 
"HANKS = SRR'CIRS 
Con be used for education, information, communication, and pure entertain- 
ment. It accepts up to three memory capsules which can be programmed for 
various applications such as language translation, nutrition and calorie 
guides, wine selection and bartending guidss 
SEE IT AT: 
FRANK SALES, INC., TV & APPLIANCES 
891 S. Main '6 months same as cash' 352-1664 
Stop Smoking 
NOW 
Thru Hypnosis! 
B.G. Weight and 
Smoking Control 
352-8777 
ADIDAS DAY 
All ADIDAS sports AMI 
20-30% off ■Tennis      -Baseball -Soccer 
■Basketball -Football -Jogging 
Everything else in the store 
20-50% off 
Racquetball Racquets 20% off 
Racquetballs   20% Off 
Tennis Racquets    20% off 
Basketballs, Footballs, Soccerballs, 
Volley balls  30% off 
Pool Cues   20% off 
Billiards Balls   30% off 
"" Locker Room 
SPORTING GOODS 
112 S Main SI 
Ph. 353 634 1 
Michel Serrault as Albin is wonderfully campy. Ugo 
Tognazzi, as Renato, is convincing as a man caught bet- 
ween the needs of his son and his lover. Michel Galabru is 
appropriately pompous as Simon. 
But the show is stolen by Benny Luke as the flitty 
Jacob. When he is told to act, not only like a real man but 
like a real black man, his response is perfect. He imitates 
Paul Robeson singing "01' Man River" in the deepest 
bass voice imaginable. 
At one point Albin comments on a rehearsal for the 
nightclub act: "This may be a transvestite revue, but it 
should still be good drama." The same can be said about 
the movie - it's not only gay, it's funny. 
"La Cage Aux Folles" will be showing at 8 and 10 p.m. 
in Gish Theater, Hanna Hall. Admission is $1 with 
University ID. 
£**••*•••••••*•••**•• 
HAPPYHOURS' 
i 
AT 
BRATHAUS: 
Friday 3-6 
Call 352-8707 
iA 
.,<« 4 
-&** 
>2- 
5U 
THE BROTHERS OF 
PI KAPPA ALPHA 
CONGRATULATE THE 
NEW OFFICERS 
President   Jeff Barber 
V.P   Internal Affairs  Sam Mauro 
V.P. Membership   Steve Lynch 
V.P. Public Relations & I.F.C. 
Keith McCann 
Social Chairman 
Billl Conroy     Doug Stapleton 
Treasurer John Cahill 
Pledge  Educators 
Tim   O'Rourke    Randy  Laverty 
Donny Popp 
GIUIUmiUIKMIKT 
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Bachman loyal to Republican Party... 
by Ric Firis 
In one word, Evilyn Bachman can 
be described as dedicated. She ex- 
hibits undying loyalty to her family, 
law practice and the Republican Par- 
ty. 
Finding time for all her loves is a 
constant problem for Bachman. She 
takes her children - daughter, Bren- 
da, 11, and son, Bill, 9 - to political 
meetings with her so she can spend a 
few more precious minutes with 
them. 
Family is one love that Bachman 
does not like to neglect. She is den 
mother for Bill's Cub Scout group, and 
when clients call for an appointment, 
they are scheduled around Bachman's 
prior commitment to drive Brenda to 
her piano lesson. She can recite the 
classes her children are taking, who 
the teacher is and what they are learn- 
ing in a given week. 
Once the needs of her family have 
been attended to, Bachman turns her 
energies to her law practice. She says 
she finds her work fulfilling even 
though it isn't what she first planned 
on doing. 
ORIGINALLY, my intention was to 
run for office, but it's not what I 
thought it was as a young gal. It's not 
forme; I've changed direction." 
Bachman has made a big shift in 
her value system. She started out as a 
Democratic farm girl. During her ear- 
ly days in Mansfield, she recalls hav- 
ing numerous political discussions 
with her father, a staunch Democrat. 
"My father used to say, 'I'm going to 
send you away to college, and you're 
going to become a Republican.' " 
Her father apparently was a man of 
considerable foresight. 
"I FIRST became truly aware of 
parties and how they operated when I 
worked for a Republican as a senior 
law clerk. As I got into it, I became 
comfortable with the Republican Par- 
ty." 
Bachman is a hard-working party 
member. 
Although she says "titles have 
never meant much to me," Bachman 
has held many of them. She served as 
president of the Wood County Bar 
Association in 1978, and is the 
Republican regional director for 
Bowling Green. She describes her 
duties as, "making sure that things 
keep going here. I find out who's in- 
terested in helping and in what way." 
In addition to coordinating the ac- 
tivities of the Republican Party in the 
city, Bachman works on two cam- 
paigns each election season. 
"I DECIDED that you only have so 
much time. So, I've decided I can only 
help two people with their cam- 
paigns." 
Bachman also is loyal to the party in 
her voting habits. 
"Reagan was not my first choice. I 
voted for Bush (in the primaries) but, 
I'm going to support him (Reagan)," 
she said. 
She says she will vote for the former 
California governor because she 
believes the best way to express her 
views is within the party structure. "I 
have worked hard for the party and 
I'm sticking with the party. You may 
have some disagreements with the 
party but, you don't abandon it." 
ONLY ABOUT half of this year's 
Republican platform reflects 
Bachman's views. She is an avid sup- 
porter of the Equal Rights Amend- 
ment and sent a telegram to the 
Republican National Convention this 
summer stating her opinion. 
"I have different views (than the 
party). Still, I'm going to work for my 
party and I'm going to vote for my 
party. 
"I'm really concerned about our 
defense. I believe we need a strong 
defense. My law practice takes a lot of 
time, and I really haven't had time to 
think about methodology. I suppose 
you have to know where your people 
are, that means registration," 
Bachman said. 
When asked who will win in 
November, Bachman laughed and 
simply said, "Of course our candidate 
will win." 
Whatever happens nationally in 
November, Evilyn Bachman will still 
be here working to keep the 
Republican Party strong. Evilyn Bachman 
Marline Purdy 
...Purdy obtains power in Democratic regime 
by Ric Paris 
Marline Purdy is not a typical Democrat. She 
is, however, one of Wood County's most powerful 
Democratic women. 
This seems paradoxical until Purdy explains 
that she never really has fit the political labels 
assigned to her. 
"When I was going to BG (in the late 1960s) my 
friends considered me so far right that I didn't 
exist. Then when I graduated and moved to 
Mercer County I was suddenly labeled a left- 
wing radical," she said. 
In spite of the labels people choose to strap on 
her, Purdy remains a hard-working devoted 
member of the Democratic Party. Her will- 
ingness to donate her time to local and national 
campaigns has helped her gain considerable 
power within the Democratic power structure. 
PURDY SAYS she always was interested in 
politics but did not become actively involved un- 
til 1976, when she and her husband-attended a 
Carter caucus. She liked what she heard and 
decided to try to become a Carter convention 
delegate. At a subsequent meeting, she and her 
husband were elected to the Carter slate of 
delegates. 
Then a full-fledged Carter supporter, Purdy 
began to work extensively on the Carter cam- 
paign. She and her husband housed out-of-state 
volunteers at their home for two- and three-week 
stretches. And when Rosalyn Carter spoke in 
Wood County, she stayed at the Purdy home 
overnight. 
After Carter was elected president, the Pur- 
dy's went to the inauguration in Washington and 
were invited to a special reception for Carter 
supporters. 
'The two party system has 
it's flaws, but you can find 
flaws with anything . . . The 
two-party system ensures that 
the man elected will represent 
a true majority of the people.' 
Purdy then put her energies into local politics. 
She was elected by the Democratic Party as 
committee woman for precinct 4-G in 1977. 
"I FELT it was my responsibility to make sure 
that everyone in my precinct had all the 
democratic literature," she said. 
Purdy also worked on the campaigns of local 
candidates. She served as manager and 
treasurer of Bruce Edwards' and Jim Surke's 
congressional campaigns, respectively. 
This work earned Purdy the position of 
secretary of the Democratic Central Committee. 
She also became secretary of the Democratic 
Executive Committee, which is "the actual func- 
tioning body of the Democratic Party," she said. 
Purdy also favors the two-party system. 
"The two-party system has it's flaws, but you 
can find flaws in anything. I think it's necessary. 
If we didn't have the two-party system, then con- 
ceivably a special interest candidate could get 10 
or 15 percent of the vote and be president. The 
two-party system ensures that the man elected 
will represent a true majority of the people." 
Purdy said she thinks the economy needs to be 
taken back a few notches. 
An avid supporter of the Equal Rights Amend- 
ment, Purdy said," I know a number of 
Republicans who aren't voting for Reagan 
because of ERA." 
Whether Purdy's views are typically 
Democratic is debatable . But there is no doubt 
that her willingness to back up those views with 
reasoning and hard work has made her one of the 
most powerful and respected women in the Wood 
County Democratic Party. 
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Bowling Green State University 
Professional Quality 
Recording Studio 
Available For Student And 
Faculty Use 
$15/hour includes student technician 
Contact Burton Beerman 
372-2181 
Records 
ARE CHEAPER AT 
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Mon-Sat   10-8 
Closed Sunday 
518 E. Wooster — By Dino s 
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99 
Panfl 
COUNTY Rl 
Republican C andidate 
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We also custom screenprint t-shirts, jackets, 
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sportswear. 
East Court Sportswear 
117 E. Court St. 352-1097 
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AVAILABLE NOW! 
FALCONS vs. BALL STATE 
SATURDAY 1:30p.m. PERRY FIELD 
rickets to the Ball State gam are available NOW! 
Avoid long lines at the gate and get vow Parent's 
Day tickets TODAY! 
Memorial Hail Ticket Office 
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Brookdale Stables 
655-2193 
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Sports 
stall photos by Mark Oberst 
BG cross country ace Betsy Ryan holds daughter Lisa (above) alter a race and 
leads the pack in a race on the Falcon course this season. 
by Christopher Sherk 
stall reporter 
It could be called "All in the Family" or 
even 'Ryan's Hope " Regardless of its title, 
the story of this couple is bound to be a long- 
running episode. 
First there was Kevin Ryan, a two-time All-" 
America in track for Bowling Green and 
holder of the 1978 Mid-American Conference 
individual title. 
Now there's Kevin's wife, Betsy, who last 
Saturday brought home a second MAC in- 
dividual title in cross country for the Ryan 
showcase. Betsy paced her Falcon teammates 
at Ypsilanti, Mich., to the first women's MAC 
cross country title. 
WINNING THE women's MAC is especially 
significant to Betsy, for it not only represents 
her high personal achievement, it also is the 
realization of her goal to match Kevin's MAC 
title. 
"I thought it would be unique if we both 
would be MAC champs-sort of all in the 
family. Also this was the first one, and it's 
kind of strange under my circumstances," she 
said. 
Those   circumstances   are   what   has 
distinguished Betsy from her competition all 
season long. Whereas most of her challengers 
for the MAC title had been polishing their 
skills about this time last year, Betsy was sit- 
ting out a season for maternal reasons. 
Her return to racing form was a slow and 
gradual one, at times discouraging to her com- 
petitive spirit. 
"It took a while till I got used to running 
again and got used to the changes in my 
body," Betsy recalled. "There were aches and 
pains in different spots each time I ran. And 
with (daughter) Lisa's feeding schedule in the 
beginning, time to run was real sporadic. 
"IN JANUARY, I began running in the mor- 
ning pretty regularly. But I would go in spurts- 
-run a couple of weeks then take off a week. 
"It wasn't until the summer and Sid (Sink, 
BG women's cross country coach) got behind 
me that I started to run so much per week." 
Three weeks after Lisa was born, Betsy put 
on her running shoes and ran a half mile. 
"It was very, very slow," she said. "After I 
went that half mile, I was hurting, it was 
almost sad. But I was really excited then, and 
I wanted to run so bad and get back into it." 
Betsy said that, at first, she had a tendency 
to push herself too hard with her running, and 
it wasn't until an exhausted running compa- 
nion gasped, 'Betsy, you don't have to push 
yourself too soon,' that she slowed up a bit. 
Betsy said that when this season began, her 
goal was to be a consistent finisher in the 
Falcons' top five. But each week she improved 
noticeably, and it wasn't before long that she 
was the first Falcon to cross the finish line. 
"EACH WEEK, I was improving a little 
bit," Ryan said. "Then at the Becky Boone In- 
vitational (last month, in which she placed 
15th overall) I surprised myself. That was a 
big invitational. I had no idea what I would run 
at the race." 
The following week, Betsy placed fourth, 
first among her teammates, at the Eastern 
Michigan Invitational. And she might have 
placed second, had she not fallen just a 
quarter mile from the finish. 
From that point on, Betsy proceeded to lead 
the Falcon contingent in every meet. 
To have made the rapid return to the top 
that Betsy has made, both an unrelenting 
desire to be best and a profound love for the 
sport would have to be present. And both are 
inate in Betsy Ryan. 
The athletic realist follows the 'numero uno' highway 
It is becoming increasingly difficult 
to decide whether to be an idealist or a 
realist when it comes to the subject of 
sports. 
"It doesn't matter whether you win 
or lose, it's how you play the game," 
says the idealist. "Nice guys finish 
last." counters the realist. 
Do we follow the words of the 
idealist and be content with our lot, or 
do we strive to be the best at 
everything no matter the cost? 
Sports teams on the pro, college, 
high school and in increasing number, 
the midget leagues, have opted to 
follow the realists' view of sports. 
Illini under 
scrutiny 
CHICAGO (AP) - The Big Ten Con- 
ference announced yesterday its 
faculty representatives are in- 
vestigating whether the University of 
Illinois is complying with conference 
rules regarding eligibility of student 
athletes. 
The investigation stems from a con- 
troversy centered around Illinois 
quarterback David Wilson. Wilson is 
embroiled in a dispute with the con- 
ference over whether he is eligible to 
play football. He has taken the con- 
ference to court over the matter. 
"The conference's faculty represen- 
tatives seek to determine the universi- 
ty's position as to whether it is in com- 
pliance with conference rules, the 
university's position on certain obliga- 
tions it has to the other conference 
members and the university's in- 
terests in complying hereafter with 
conference requirements," the Big 
Ten said in a news release. 
THE CHICAGO Tribune disclosed 
last week that the investigation was in 
progress. Neale Stoner, Illinois 
athletic director, said at the time that 
he had not been formally notified of 
the inquiry but added he was certain 
the university was meeting con- 
ference standards regarding 
academic eligibility of student 
athletes. 
In the Wilson case, the student, a 
transfer from a California junior col- 
lege, claims he is a junior and 
therefore has enough academic 
credits to play football this season. 
Lew's views 
Dave Lewandowski 
sports editor 
People have been ranking 
themselves and their activities from 
the first time two of them have gotten 
together. Wars have been fought, 
kingdoms claimed, histories rewritten 
for the elusive title of being first, No. 
1, numero uno. 
No. 1 is the only one that really 
counts in math. It is the only number 
that cannot be divided by another, but 
can divide all others. Sports lend 
themselves to being first more than 
other activities, and college football 
lends itself more than most. 
NO. 1 ALL-TIME FOOTBALL 
SCHOOL — You probably guessed 
right on this one. The top powerhouse 
football school in overall record is 
Notre Dame. In the Fighting Irish's 91 
years, they have a .774 won-lost 
percentage. 
WHO'S BEEN NO. 1 MOST OFTEN 
— The Associated Press and United 
Press International sports writers 
started picking the nation's top team 
in 1936 and 1950, respectively. Notre 
Dame again gains the top spot with six 
top prizes by AP. UPI's top spot goes 
to Southern California five times. 
Yale has been crowned national 
champs 11 times, but before the two 
press services started selecting. 
NO. 1 COACH — There has been a 
lot of talk lately, so you probably know 
Amos Alonzo Stagg is the leading 
coach in wins with 314. Knute Rockne 
leads in career percentage with .897, 
having a  record  of 105-12-5.   Paul 
(Bear) Bryant is close behind and 
should pass Stagg next season. 
NO. 1 CROWD — The largest crowd 
to watch a college football game was 
at Chicago's Soldier Field on Nov. 26, 
1927, when 120,000 turned out for the 
Notre Dame-USC contest. 
NO. 1 NICKNAME - The most 
popular team nickname in the NCAA 
is Tigers by a wide margin. It is used 
by 28 teams. Runner-up is Bulldogs 
(18), followed by Eagles (11), and In- 
dians (9). There are 218 different 
nicknames in the NCAA, ranging from 
Peacocks (Upper Iowa) to the 
Thundering Herd (Marshall). 
NO. 1 POINT SPREAD - The worst 
shellacking in the history of college 
football took place on Oct. 7, 1916, 
when the Rambling Wreck of Georgia 
Tech lived up to its name by destroy- 
ing Cumberland, 222-0. The game was 
shortened by 15 minutes for mercy. 
The Wreck rolled the following week, 
defeating St. Viator College, 205-0, in a 
cliff hanger. 
While competing to be No. 1 at what 
we do all the time may be frowned on 
by some, college football would not be 
much fun or as popular as it is if being 
No. 1 did not carry as much 
significance. 
Scouts looking for U.S. talent 
stall photo by Scott Keeler 
Nell Armstrong, a scout with the Montreal Canadians, views a game In 
the Ice Arena earlier this season. 
by Geoff Haynes 
wire editor 
A perfect "10"? 
"Ah, he's only a five or a six," one hockey scout joked 
to another in the Ice Arena press box recently. 
The college scouts were not serious about the Bo Derek- 
style rating but were serious about evaluating the players 
on their hockey ability. If good enough, the scouts would 
consider drafting them for their National Hockey League 
clubs. 
"Some scouts rate them different ways. Some go from 
0-10. You might say he is a five or a six," Neil Armstrong, 
a scout for the Montreal Canadiens, said. 
ARMSTRONG said although he does not use that rating 
system, he considers about 20 factors before assigning his 
own ranking to a player. 
The 21-year veteran NHL linesman said last year the 
Canadiens selected 12 players in the amateur draft, and 
six of those were from colleges. 
"My main thing is I want to see everybody as early (in 
the season) as possible," he said. "We are just looking for 
the best hockey players available. I work with the Inter- 
national League so I thought I would come down." 
ED CHADWICK, who tended goal for four years in the 
NHL with the Boston Bruins and the Toronto Maple 
Leafs, also was in the Ice Arena press box during the 
University of Michigan game, representing the Buffalo 
Sabres. 
Chadwick said he is looking at players born in 1961-63 
because they are eligible for this season's amateur draft. 
He said he looks at a players' skating ability and how well 
he plays offensively and defensively. 
THE FORMER netminder noted that more American 
players are being drafted today because of the improving 
amateur hockey leagues in the United States that feed 
colleges with players. 
"It's a good bed for hockey through here. The minor 
hockey is really growing in the States and that's what you 
got to have to have more American kids in the NHL," he 
said. 
Dave McNab scouts for the Washington Capitols, join- 
ing that franchise after playing college hockey at the 
University of Wisconsin where he roomed with U.S. 
Olympic hockey team member Mark Johnson. McNab 
expressed optimism about more American players in the 
NHL. 
It's taken the Olympics to open up a lot of people's 
eyes," he said. "A lot of people think American players 
aren't tough enough to play in the NHL. It's a lot of 
bullshit." 
MCNAB SAID that because college teams don't travel 
as frequently as junior teams in Canada do, they have 
more of an opportunity to practice and are able to im- 
prove their play more during their four years at college. 
McNab, who's brother Pete plays in the NHL, said that 
college hockey rules which include automatic icing and 
no center ice line have helped make college players 
quicker on their skates. 
"You won't find a good player come out of college 
hockey unless he can skate, because it is such a fast 
game," he said. 
Falcon hockey coach Jerry York said the difference in 
rules between the NHL and college hockey have little ef- 
fect on a player's ability to adjust to professional hockey. 
York said he thinks the NHL will use no red line in the 
future because he thinks it would speed up the game. 
NONE OF the scouts would say that they were looking 
at one player in particular but all said they were looking 
for good players in general-based on size and strength, 
hockey knowledge and ability. 
Currently one Falcon player has been drafted by an 
NHL club. Sophomore Kim Collins was selected in the 
10th round of last year's amateur draft by the Los 
Angeles Kings. 
York said college hockey allows players to get the best 
of both worlds-a chance to play professional hockey and 
a college education. 
"I think college hockey is becoming just like college 
basketball and football in producing professional talent," 
he said. "Each game we play is witnessed by three or 
four professional scouts. 
"The real top players in college hockey have a 
reasonable chance to pursue professional hockey if they 
want to pursue it," he said. 
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Campaign hype turns to war 
by the Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - As the days 
dwindle toward the decision at the 
polls. President Carter is playing 
what his strategists see as their 
campaign trump card: An 
escalating effort to convince voters 
that they should not count on 
Ronald Reagan to keep the peace. 
Carter's success in this can't be 
judged for certain until the votes 
are counted, but his war-and-peace 
drive has Reagan's attention. 
Reagan devoted his first na- 
tionally televised address of the 
campaign to the issue, declaring 
himself devoted to peace and in- 
sisting that he knows better than 
Carter how to preserve it. 
THAT ADDRESS was a tacit ad- 
mission that Carter has made head- 
way on the subject. "My own views 
have been distorted in what I can 
only conclude is an effort to scare 
people through innuendoes and 
misstatements of my position," the 
Republican presidential nominee 
said in his address. 
"Possibly Mr. Carter is gambling 
News 
Analysis 
that his long litany of fear will 
somehow influence enough voters 
to save him." 
Carter is promoting the impres- 
sion that Reagan is warlike from 
day one of the campaign, and there 
are signs he has had some success 
with it. An Associated Press-NBC 
News poll showed 37 percent of 
likely voters - a substantial minori- 
ty - fear that Reagan might indeed 
get the country into war. Fifty-six 
percent disagreed with that view. 
Reagan left, temporarily, his 
campaign push concentrating on 
the nation's economic woes under 
Carter. He has said Carter is trying 
to cover up his administration's 
faults with personal attacks and in- 
nuendoes. 
CARTER ALWAYS denies that 
he means to suggest Reagan would 
start a war. Ask him directly and 
Reagan captures endorsements of Ohio press 
The following newspapers have en- 
dorsed Ronald Reagan for President: 
•Chicago Tribune 
•Indianapolis Star 
•Dallas Morning News 
•Portland Oregonian 
•Los Angeles Herald 
Ohio Newspapers for Reagan: 
•Cleveland Plain Dealer 
•Cleveland Press 
•Cincinnati Enquirer 
•Columbus Citizen-Journal 
•Columbus Dispatch 
•Dayton Journal-Herald 
The following newspaper have en- 
dorsed Jimmy Carter for President: 
•New York Times 
•Detroit Free-Press 
•Minneapolis Tribune 
•St. Louis Post-Dispatch 
Ohio newspapers for Carter: 
•Akron Beacon Journal 
•Dayton Daily News 
The Miami Herald endorsed John 
Anderson. 
Newspapers unavailable at press 
time or making no endorsement: 
•Washington Post 
•Los Angeles Times 
•Houston Chronicle 
he'll say no. "I've learned from ex- 
perience not to try to make sur- 
mises of that kind because my 
statements are often misinter- 
preted," Carter says. 
But he is not misinterpreted 
when he said the election was a 
choice between peace and war. He 
later conceded that was an 
overstatement. 
Carter, in a recent interview, 
listed again Reagan's suggestions 
for the use of American forces 
abroad, among them the idea of a 
blockade of Cuba in response to the 
soviet invasion of Afghanistan. 
"I don't have any doubt that this 
would have precipitated a major 
confrontation between us and the 
Soviet Union," Carter said. 
Carter said he would move as 
soon as possible for Senate ap- 
proval of the arms pact Reagan 
wants discarded in favor of new 
talks, for terms Reagan says 
should be more favorable to the 
United States. 
"To insinuate that a superiority 
in nuclear weapons would be a card 
that could be played to future arms 
control, in my opinion, is not only 
dangerous, but it's ridiculous," 
Carter said. 
REAGAN EMPHASIZED "the 
margin of safety" in arms, rather 
than pressing the nuclear 
superiority argument. "Governor 
Reagan's view is that by restoring 
the margin of safety, we will be 
able to prevent war," said Reagan 
aide Richard V. Allen. 
John Dunipace is a Prosecuting Attorney for all of Wood County. 
Ai a lifelong resident, John Dunipace understands Wood County's goals and problems: 
•Graduate of Bowling Green High School, 1968 
• Graduate ol Bowling Green State University, 1972 
—Student Representative to the Board ot Trustees 
—Member of Omlcron Delta Kappa 
—Student Assistant In BQSU prelaw program 
— President's Distinguished Service Award Recipient 
—Member of Sigma Alpha Epellon fraternity 
•Graduate of University of Toledo College of Law, 197S 
•Member of St. Aloyalus Church, Rotary Club, Humane Society, Historical Society, Farm 
Bureau, and past trustee ol The Link 
John Dunipace is e professional and he knows the law: 
•Assistant Prosecuting Attorney 
• Former Perrysburg Municipal Court Prosecutor 
•5 years as a practicing attorney, Dunipace and Marcln law firm 
•Endorsed by the Wood County Fraternal Order of Police. 
John Dunipace is an aggressive leader: 
Your safety, your rights and your property deserve an experienced Prosecuting Attorney. 
John Dunipace will represent you around the clock—vigorously and forcefully. Do not 
compromise in the Prosecuting Attorney's Office. Elect a tough and seasoned leader. 
Vote for John Dunipace on November 4th. 
The job 
demands experience. 
Political Advertanwiat 
DUNIPACE 
Prosecuting Attorney 
I'a.eMwb. J«*. Dhths«f*E>m*MCe»MliiM.rhe>eurH  M*r. 2W  WeeeUr  Be>l>«| Ore*- Oh 4M01 
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Ballot issues 
State Issues: 
Issue 1 to establish two property tax classifications 
by Phil Drake 
Issue 1 on the Ohio Ballot Nov. 4 proposes to divide Ohio's present single 
classification of all land and improvement into two different classes for taxing 
purposes. One class would be residential and agricultural land and im- 
provements and the other class is for all other land and improvements. 
"Under Ohio's present constitution, all real property must be treated the 
same for tax purposes," Leo Navin, an economics professor said. "The con- 
stitution is set up to protect differential tax rates existing on real property." 
Supporters of Issue 1 argue that when tax relief is granted uniformly to all 
property without respect to what inflation has meant to residential and 
agricultural tax bills, the residential property taxpayer pays more of a share 
than business. 
ISSUE I is set up in such a way that it is going to undercut property tax," 
Navin said. "The whole thrust is the reduction of tax liability. You separate the 
classes and treat them differently. One class is assessed at one rate and one 
class at another. It spells relief for homeowners but spells problems for 
others." 
People are backing Issue 1 for two reasons, Navin said. 
"One is to give relief to households and agriculture by using a classification 
system and to provide existing voted taxes in each class that cannot exceed the 
revenue produced by that class by the existng taxes," he said. "If no new taxes 
were voted, a taxing district could experience a loss in revenue without a con- 
pensating increase in the other." 
State Rep. Robert Brown (R - Perrysburg),   a supporter of Issue 1 said he 
continued on page 10 
Controversial Issue 2 proposes to transfer tax burden 
by the Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - Legal confusion surrounding state Issue 2 has been cleared, at 
least until after Nov. 4, and Ohio voters will decide the fate next week of the con- 
troversial tax revision proposal. 
Last week, the 10th District Ohio Court of Appeals ordered Issue 2 off the 
ballot but the Ohio Supreme Court then issued a stay, returning it to the ballot 
and the voters. 
Issue 2 proposes to shift some of the direct tax burden from individuals to the 
business community. But the proponents and opponents have lined up in fierce 
competition to the proposed legislation. 
Opponents - merchants, manufacturers and bankers - say approval will 
mean higher consumer prices as increased costs are passed along to 
customers; higher unemployment as companies lose their competitive edge to 
firms in other states, and higher utility bills. 
PROPONENTS - labor unions, church and senior citizen groups - say it of- 
fers tax relief; holds out hope for avoiding a general tax increase next year, and 
makes banks and large corporations shoulder a fair share of the state's tax 
load. 
Committees for both sides of the issues, a complex piece of proposed legisla- 
tion submitted by initiative petition, are using slick media campaigns to sell 
their ideas. 
Before it is over, the opposition "Ohioans for Fair Taxation" will spend about 
$1.5 million to convince voters that Issue 2 constitutes the biggest tax increase 
in the history of Ohio. Supporters, gathered under the banner of the "Yes on 
Two - Ohio Fair Tax Initiative Committee," expect to spend $750,000 to bolster 
their views of this issue that pits the people against the limousine-riding politi- 
cians, banks and big corporations. 
Gov. James A. Rhodes and legislative leaders, the people who normally are 
responsible for writing tax laws, are among those opposed to Issue 2. Rhodes in 
particular has painted a dark picture of Ohio's industrial future if the plan 
passes with the voters. 
continued on page 10 
Q REYNOLD A. DAVIS Q 
FOR WOOD COUNTY 
SHERIFF 
Vote tor a Sheriff, who will 
co-operate with township, 
village, city and state law en- 
forcement agencies...to 
reduce and solve crimes, for 
the salety of your family and 
loved ones. Pledged to work 
with the news media so that 
citizens are aware of pro- 
blems in their areas and 
aware that the department Is 
doing something to solve 
those problems. 
FIRM BUT FAIR 
DAVIS-During his term as President of the Wood County 
Peace Officers Association, worked for and promoted the 
mutual aid police agreements in Wood County. 
DAVIS-Supported higher education in law enforcement at 
the internal 4 year law enforcement program, when it was 
set up between B.G.S.U. and Owens Technical College. 
DAVIS-The only candidate who has attended and earned 
credits toward a college degree in law enforcement. 
DAVIS- Ready to serve you as a full-time Sheriff, not just in 
the county office building, but will personally be in the 
townships, villages, and cities. 
Rtmember.. . 
VOTE FOR CONFIDENCE VOTE FOR DAVIS 
■*|l.llO|rfirfHTTH~r"   'o<d lo' bf ih* Cotw»<"M V T#er Do.i !"•' "   - G«o   WE   No**n LAfTA   Wa,o> Vo,6 
NliDffMOUSE 3' Cr»o» IAIGE* JohnlOWCMYNA PamcioOAVIS IINI   'E.«»o.'»«*lo*» Vfexion O 
NANCYR. NEWLOVE 
Wood County 
Clerk of Courts 
NANCY R. NEWLOVE is the only candidate 
qualified by a proven record of public service - 
graduate of BGSU, member BGSU Century Club, 
BGSU Alumni Association finance committee, Co- 
Chairman. Cancer Society Fund Drive. Wood County 
Hospital Guild, Ward Chairman Heart Association. 
NANCY R. NEWLOVE is the only candidate 
qualified by concrete proposals to improve the Clerk 
of Courts office by cost effective, efficient use of 
computer and microfilm to save taxpayers money. 
NANCY R. NEWLOVE is the only candidate 
qualified  by a realization of the need to re-examine 
and improve bookkeeping and accounting procedures. 
NANCYR. NEWLOVE is the only candidate 
qualified by an expressed desire to improve service 
to all Wood County citizens with branch services and 
staggered hours. 
NANCYR. NEWLOVE is the only candidate 
qualified by the objectivity to vigorously study areas 
for improvement in the Clerk of Courts office. 
NANCYR. NEWLOVE is the only candidate 
qualified by educational background as well as prac- 
tical business experience to successfully administer 
the office of Clerk of Courts. 
NANCY R. NEWLOVE is the only candidate 
qualified by the ability to bring fresh ideas and ap- 
proaches to the office of Clerk of Courts. 
wmov 
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State races 
Differences highlight state senate struggle 
by Geoff Haynes 
In many elections, the differences 
between candidates sometimes are 
unnoticeable. But in the race for the 
Ohio Senate seat representing this 
area, the differences are abundant. 
The central difference between 
Republican incumbent state Senator 
Paul Gillmor and Democratic 
challenger James Copley is over state 
Issue 2. 
Gillmor, who has served as 2nd 
district senator since 1966, said he 
thinks Issue 2 would result in about $1 
billion of unnecessary taxes that 
would be taken from lower income 
groups as well as corporations. 
"It isn't going to hit only upper- 
income people and corporations," 
Gillmor, 41, said. "I feel that the bad 
outweighs the good in this case. You 
don't need it (Issue 2) to accomplish 
the good." 
COPLEY ENDORSES Issue 2, call- 
ing it "the proper means to ease 
Ohioans unfair tax burdens." 
Copley said the moeny that would be 
raised as a result of Issue 2 is needed 
to offset a budget deficit of $400 
million that was projected by the state 
Senate for this year. 
"The legislature cut the budget by 3 
percent in July and projected a $400 
million deficit this year. They are say- 
ing we don't need the money but there 
is visible proof," Copley, 46, said. 
"People have an opportunity to see 
that deficit corrected by voting 'yes' 
on state Issue 2," he said. 
BOTH MEN said that if elected they 
would place a top priority on diverting 
money to primary and secondary 
education. Both said they think that a 
greater portion of the state's budget 
should go toward that area. 
On the issue of creating jobs in Ohio, 
Gillmor said he hopes to maintain a 
good business climate in the state that 
would keep businesses in Ohio and at- 
tract others from out of state. 
Gillmor said he hopes to keep and 
support the state's department of 
Economic Planning and Community 
Development. 
Copley said he favors any tax break 
for businesses that would be based on 
increases in employment. He said 
similar pieces of legislation have been 
passed before, but added that they 
were ineffective because businesses 
sometimes used the money to buy 
automated equipment to replace 
labor. 
COPLEY SAID he also will work to 
have members of the Public Utilities 
Commission of Ohio subject to elec- 
tion by Ohioans. 
"People are fed up with PUCO be- 
ing responsible to the utilities and not 
to the people who pay the bills," he 
said. 
Gillmor, who lives in Port Clinton, 
is serving his fourth term In the Ohio 
Senate. He is the Senate's minority 
leader. 
Copley, a Fostoria resident, is 
employed by the Autolite Spark Plug 
division. Copley has served on the ex- 
ecutive board of the Fostoria United 
Way and the board of trustees of the 
Wood County Library and the 
Fostoria Hospital. 
State rep hopefuls focus on education funds 
by Keith Jameson 
Robert Brown and Joseph Arpad, 
although challenging each other for a 
state representative seat this election 
year, are both making the issue of 
higher education funding part of their 
campaigns. 
The Republican incumbent Brown 
and the Democratic challenger Arpad 
are fighting for the 83rd district seat 
in the General Assembly, the district 
in which the University is located. 
Brown admits that the University 
would lose some money from the state 
when the next session of the state 
legislature has to cut between $100 
million and $150 million from the 
budget. He added though, that so- 
meone is needed to make sure the 
University gets its fair share. 
"ONE OF THE goals I would have 
is to see that BGSU gets an equitable 
funding for higher education," Brown 
said, meaning the money from the 
state to the University gets cut as lit- 
tle as possible. 
But Arpad said he sees the situation 
as the same old story: whenever a 
budget cut comes up, the groups with 
the least amount of political power, 
which he said have been traditionally 
college students and universities, get 
hit the hardest. 
"I see the University ... as the ma- 
jor industry in the area," Arpad said, 
adding that the people at the Universi- 
ty - both the students and the ad- 
ministration - are "his people" whom 
he will look after. 
Brown said he sees a possible solu- 
tion to the funding problem by rechan- 
neling resources (funding) at the col- 
lege level. Arpad said he sees a solu- 
tion in a representative who will tell 
the constituents' story no matter what 
the bill or issue. 
ANOTHER ISSUE gaining lip ser- 
vice from the candidates is that of 
continued on page 8 
RE-ELECT 
John G. Ault 
Dwoetttic CtnWtte For 
WOOD COUNTY 
COMMISSIONER 
si ■ • Keep a Capable. Ex- perienced and Qualified Man who has served this area, in office 
• Lifelong resident and 
farmer of Perrysburg 
Township. 
• Serving 2nd term 
Wood County Commis- 
sioner. 
• Served three terms as 
Trustee of Perrysburg 
Township. 
• Charter Member of 
Perrysburg Township 
Fire Department. 
• Charier Member of 
Perrysburg Chamber of 
Commerce. 
• Member Wood County 
Farm Bureau. 
• Member Ohio Farmers 
Union. 
• Member Fraternal Order of Eagles Aerie No. 
2322. 
• Member The American Legion Post 240. 
• is,ember Board of Directors Perrysbu 3 Grain 
& Supply. 
• Member  Slate   of  Ohio   County  Commis- 
sioners Assn. 
• Advisory Board BancOhio Perrysburg. 
• Married Leone Artz and have 3 Sons. 
• Served with United States Armed Forces in 
Japan. 
YOUR VOTE ON NOVEMBER 4TH WILL BE 
GREATLY APPRECIATED 
24640 Ault Road. Perrysburg 
Political Advertisement 
SUE KINDER 
County Recorder 
SUE KINDER  has the ex- 
perience and know-how to pro- 
perly manage Ihe operations ot 
the Recorder's office in an elfi- 
cient manner. Sue has been a 
real estate title examiner with 
law firm ol Spitler. Spiller & 
Spider for the pasl 20 years, 
spending most of her time in 
the Recorder's office resear- 
ching titles in Wood County 
Sue also researches titles in 
Henry. Hancock. Seneca. San 
dusky and Oltawa counties 
Her long association with title 
research has provided her an 
in-depth knowledge of all 
aspects of the requirements 
needed to maintain accurate 
documents pertinent tc the of- 
fice of the Wood County 
Recorder. 
The Recorder s office is a service office. SUE KINDER knows that 
the mosl important responsibility of Ihe Recorder's office is to keep 
and maintain accurate records that are up-to-date, legible and easily 
accessible lo the public With Sue's background, she realizes the 
importance of maintaining records on a daily basis and will accept 
the responsibility involved in order to achieve this goal! 
Lifetime resident of Wood 
County. 
Lives with husband. Herb, and 
their children (Karen, 21; Greg. 
19 and Amy. 16) at 31 Ranch 
Court   Bowling Green 
Active members of Sr Aloysius 
Church, past presidenl of St. 
Aloysius Altar S Rosary Socie- 
ty; 3 year member of SI. 
Aloysius School Board 
SUE 
KINDER 
County Recorder 
p.,lit" ai Advertisement ***«i lo* "v Committee u 
K<wii«ih M RMhfot*   Ireaiu'*' 330 Bfignam Lai 
Elect Sue Kmdei 'o* Wood County Recede) 
e. Bowling Green OH *3402 
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Election '80 
Nixon for President? 
65% would vote 'yes' 
COLUMBUS (AP) - If Richard Nix- 
on were running for president, would 
you vote for him? 
Radio station WTVN posed the ques- 
tion to listeners recently and said 65 
percent of the responses were "yes." 
Former Republican President Nix- 
on resigned the office in 1974. 
"That question brought the highest 
number of responses in the about nine 
months that I've been posing ques- 
tions on the air every day," said Bob 
Conners, the stations morning per- 
sonality. Conners said he does not 
reveal the number of calls received 
but termed this response, "very 
healthy, much more than you might 
think." 
He emphasized that the poll con- 
ducted between 6 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. 
has no scientific basis. Listeners are 
given one phone number to call for a 
"yes" vote and another to call for a 
"no" vote. 
EXPERIENCED 
LEADER AND ADMINISTRATOR 
• Employed as Business Administrator for Th? Toledo 
Museum of Art 
• More tnan 20 yean experience in business, 
budgeting and financial management 
• Elected to Perrysburg City Council for four years 
• Served as Perrysburg City Council President for two 
years 
• Served in U S Marine Corps for 22 years. 15 years 
as an officer 
SAM HUNTER 
Republican for 
WOOD COUNTY    COMMISSIONER 
Hunler for Commissioner Commiiiee. 883 Bexley 0', PerrysDurg 4355t 
Don Fraser. Don Loss, Bob Slemecker. Mary DeCessna 
Re-elect 
BOB 
BROWN 
for  continued 
RESPONSIVE 
RESPONSIBLE 
REPRESENTATION 
BGSU Alumni 
BOB BROWN for State Representative 
Pd tor by  Committee Woyne Scheider  Audrey Keirns ■ 
Cochairm«n P.O. Box 62 Perrysburg 
This Year Look For... 
sm    REPUBLICANS! 
- YOU MAY TAKE THIS TO THE POLLS NOV. 4 - 
X 
For 
President 
RONALD REAGAN 
For 
Vire President 
GEORGE BUSH 
X 
Foi County v'.-->ml.i ,- -r 
LEONARD 0. STEVENS 
X ff» PfOWf^l'r* i A".<   n*i BETTY D MONTGOMERY 
X 
!,■' U J   <..o. :.. 
JAMES E. Birrs 
for r. 'r.k oTflfcr-. 
BETTY J. HAAS 
X 
Fo* Cortgroi-. 
DEIBERT I. IATTA 
trpub'kan 
Frrfbc  H 
GEORGE F. GINTER 
X •o- S-oU S«i .-.'o PAUL E. GILLMOR 
R. ,.ubl.«o ■ X 
For Recorder 
WILBUR I. WIRT JR. 
F o. Urn— la.w-Mb. 
ROBERT E. B.WWN 
"n.»b..0 
EDWARD N. NIETZ 
CongbliteM 
X For Slot* • eprui -ntalive THOMAS 0. SINGLE* ANTHONY I. ALLI0N 
X For County Comm -sionw SAMUEL F. HUNTER ■ co rhlkm ROGER A. PEATEE 
VOTE REPUBLICAN NOV. 4 
Republicans On The Non Partisan Judicial Ballot 
X «l Ohie Supreme Court SARA J. HARPER X 
Fa* o'hDthtct 
CocrtOI Appaali 
JOHN W. POnER 
X 
««t iu.lM.Oi 
Ohio Supreme C»u>i 
ROBERT E. HOLMES X 
»i«0»*n»< ■-■' r' *p*Mh 
M MfM,DM»U<k«Ui 
ANDY DOUGIAS 
ROBERT C WUSON 
X 
For Jw.HreO' 
Or>»eSupfom«fr   rt 
DAVID D. DO WD, JR. X 
■0. Mp  or 
Cammon mMi Cewf* 
GALE WILLIAMSON 
•crlloky   Wood County *opu*Htor, Compety. CownnWt—   tnnd, Ge.r«-er    INl.MtlR  IWlitf 0 -•*      O 
Pelltxel A«»«r<.t«*<.er.t 
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Cover 
Who will be the next Pres 
Jimmy Carter by Tim Westhoven 
THE ECONOMY: The budget 
•Reagan proposes cutting the 1981 budget by 2 percent of last 
year's budget. Each succeeding year he plans to make more cuts, 
until by 1985 the budget will have been reduced by 7 percent. 
•He supports an amendment to the constitution requiring the 
federal budget to be balanced, except in times of war. 
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTIVITY: 
•Reagan originally opposed loans to Chrysler, but he now thinks 
the loans "are working." 
•He opposes restricting tariffs and auto imports. 
•He proposes ending or easing industrial environmental restric- 
tions. 
UNEMPLOYMENT: 
•Reagan believes jobs will be created by lowering business 
taxes, by offering investment incentives and by de-regulating in- 
dustry. 
•He advocates abolishing or lowering the minimum wage for 
teen-agers as an incentive for employers to hire them. 
TAXES: 
•He favors an across-the-board tax cut of 10 percent annually on 
personal income taxes, which would be 30 percent over three 
years. 
•He favors indexing personal income tax to the inflation rate to 
eliminate pushing individuals into higher tax brackets. 
•He   favors   the   "10-7-4-2"   schedule   of   depreciation   for 
businesses to write off the cost of new buildings, machinery and 
equipment, and cars and trucks. Such a schedule would cost the 
U.S. Treasury an estimated $74 billion during the next five years. 
ENERGY: 
•Reagan believes America's resources are sufficient if they are 
developed. 
•He believes governmental overregulation is the major 
roadblock in domestic energy production. 
•He would try to eliminate the "windfall profits tax." 
•He favors the acceleration of nuclear plant production with the 
implementation of recommended safety guidelines. 
DEFENSE: 
•Reagan favors an increase in defense spending above the infla- 
tion rate. 
•He supports the B-l Bomber, the neutron bomb, the Trident 
nuclear submarine, an MX missile system (not the present MX 
system proposed by President Carter) and cruise missile 
systems. 
•His long-term goal is to "achieve military superiority" over 
the Soviet Union. 
•He opposes the peacetime registration of men and a peacetime 
draft. 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 
•He opposed the SALT II talks, and believes the United States 
should beef up its military strength and then attempt a SALT III 
talk with the Soviets. 
John Anderson photo by Scort Keeler 
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sident? It's up to the public to decide 
THE ECONOMY: The budget 
•Carter's latest economic plan estimates a balanced budget in 
1982, if unemployment drops and inflation is controlled. Carter 
does not favor a constitutional amendment requiring a balanced 
federal budget. 
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTIVITY: 
Carter pushed for Chrysler's bail-out loans. He has targeted 
areas most hit by industrial change for special federal grants and 
loans to encourage private investment. Carter also has called for 
the removal of unnecessary regulations on the steel industry. 
UNEMPLOYMENT: 
•Recently Carter announced a $660 million two-year job retrain- 
ing program for workers who lose their jobs because of foreign 
competition. He supports the extension of unemployment in- 
surance benefits to workers in the steel and auto industries for an 
additional 13 weeks. Carter also has proposed a youth education 
and job program aimed at under-educated and jobless minorities, 
with a price tag of $2 billion a year. Carter and the Democratic 
Party are committed to full employment under the Humphrey- 
Hawkins bill. 
TAXES 
•Carter has proposed a $27.6 billion tax cut for 1981 which would 
slice business taxes by $15.7 billion and individual taxes by $11.9 
billion. Carter supports tax incentives for industry and additional 
tax credits for business in financially-depressed urban centers. 
ENERGY: 
•He advocates government development of synthetic fuels to 
ease the crunch. He has marked $88 billion from the "windfall 
profits tax" to aid in the development of new energy sources. 
•Having created the Department of Energy, Carter proposes an 
Energy Mobilization Board to impose regulations which would 
force consumers to change their habits of energy use. 
•Carter favors decontrol of domestic crude oil production. But, 
he suggests that conservation is the answer to the nation's present 
energy woes. 
•He favors more use of coal and solar power, and is generally 
considered to be pro-nuke with a high priority on solving the 
nuclear waste disposal problem. 
DEFENSE: 
•Carter has outlined an increase in defense spending in real 
dollars. 
•He supports the MX missile system, the cruise missiles 
systems, and the Trident nuclear submarine, but opposes the B-l 
bomber as "obsolete and costly." 
•The long run goal of his defense policy is to achieve "military 
parity" with the Soviet Union. 
•Carter re-introduced peacetime registration for the draft. He 
believes women as well as men should register. 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 
Following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, Carter suspended 
the sales of grain and technology to the Soviet Union, called for 
the boycott of the Moscow Olympics, and temporarily halted 
SALT II talks with the Russians. 
•Carter has made an issue of human rights. 
•He supports the Panama Canal treaty. He advocates the 
economic and political sanctions against South Africa for its 
policy of apartheid. 
•He refuses to recognize the Palestinian Liberation Organiza- 
tion unless it agrees to accept "Israel's right to exist." 
•Carter believes the U.S. has a "moral obligation to sustain and 
assure the security of Israel." 
WOMEN'S RIGHTS: 
•Carter supports ERA. 
•While being pro-choice on the abortion issue, Carter opposes 
the federal funding of abortion. 
CIVIL RIGHTS: 
•Carter supports busing as a means of desegrating schools. 
•Carter supports affirmative action programs "in order to cor- 
rect the detectable residue of past descrimination." 
•Carter supports gay rights. 
HEALTH CARE and SOCIAL SECURITY: 
•Carter endorses a national health plan. He proposes a National 
Health Care Plan which will provide comprehensive care to low- 
income persons. 
•Carter favors an 8 percent increase in the Social Security tax, 
which he says is necessary if the system is to continue. 
•He believes the United States should have a "military 
presence in the Mideast." 
•He disapproves of the Carter administration's "dumping of 
Taiwan," and, according to some reports, is "suspicious of 
China." 
•He opposed the U.S. grain embargo against the Soviet Union 
because he said it "hurt American farmers more than the Rus- 
sians" and because "(the embargo) did not go far enough." 
•He believes the United States should not interfere in the inter- 
nal affairs of other countries. 
WOMEN'S RIGHTS: 
•Reagan opposes the Equal Rights Amendment because he 
believes "it will produce quotas," and is "dangerous to families." 
•He favors the repeal of "any and all state and federal laws 
which discriminate against women." 
•He opposes abortion and federal funding of abortions. 
CIVIL RIGHTS: 
•Reagan opposes busing as a way to integrate schools. 
•He believes affirmative action programs are "the precedent 
for new discrimination." 
•He opposes gay rights. 
HEALTH CARE and SOCIAL SECURITY: 
•Reagan opposes a national health plan. 
•He suggests that Social Security be voluntary, but has promis- 
ed not to reduce present payments. Ronald Reagan photo by Tim Westhoven 
THE ECONOMY: The budget 
•Anderson advocates balancing the budget, but does not favor 
an amendment to the constitution. 
•He wants the budget to be balanced by fiscal year 1982. 
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTIVITY: 
•Anderson voted against the Chrysler loans. 
•He wants to de-regulate industry. 
•He proposes creating a trust fund for cities' re-investment with 
the revenue from alcohol and tobacco taxes. 
•He favors tax incentive programs for business. 
UNEMPLOYMENT: 
•He supports Carter's proposed youth program. 
•He advocates exempting youth and employers from Social 
Security taxes during the first months of employment. 
•To encourage industry to locate in areas hardest hit by 
employment, Anderson proposes direct federal dollars besides 
the tax incentive program. 
TAXES: 
•Anderson opposes any tax cut until the budget is balanced. 
•He favors tieing personal income taxes to the inflation rate. 
•He proposes creating tax incentives to encourage business ac- 
tivities and promote individual savings. 
ENERGY: 
•Anderson believes conservation is the answer to the energy 
question. 
•He proposes a SO-cents a gallon gasoline tax to force conserva- 
tion. It is estimated that the tax would cut consumption by 5-10 
percent, or 700,000 barrels of oil a day. 
•Revenue generated by the gas tax would be used to offset a 
reduction Anderson has proposed in the Social Security tax. 
•He advocates a moratorium on new nuclear plants, but he is 
opposed to the closing of existing plants. 
DEFENSE: 
•Anderson believes domestic strength in the economy and a 
stable government are the best defense. 
•He favors a smaller increase in defense spending than Carter 
or Reagan. 
•He proposes improving the effectiveness of the U.S. Navy by 
increasing the number of ships from 440 to 600. 
•He opposes the MX missile system. 
•He opposes the B-l bomber. 
•He opposes both peacetime registration and peacetime draft. 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS: 
•Anderson favors the SALT II talks. 
•He endorsed the grain embargo against the Soviets. 
•He supported the Olympic boycott. 
•Anderson supports the new relationship with China, but disap- 
proves of the handling of Taiwan. 
WOMEN'S RIGHTS: 
•Anderson supports the ERA. 
•He supports pro-choice of abortion. 
•He supports federal funding of abortions. 
CIVIL RIGHTS: 
•He opposes a constitutional amendment banning the use of 
busing to integrate schools. 
•Anderson supports affirmative action programs. 
•He believes there should be "no discrimination on account of 
sexual preferences." 
•He has supported a wage differential for youths to encourage 
employers to hire them. 
HEALTH CARE and SOCIAL SECURITY: 
•Anderson believes the U.S. cannot afford a comprehensive na- 
tional health plan. 
•He proposes amending Medicare and Medicaid to allow par- 
ticipants a choice of competing health plans. 
•He opposes an increase in Social Security taxes. 
•Revenue from his proposed gas tax is estimated to reduce 
Social Security taxes by 6 and one-fourth to 3 percent. 
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Local races 
Four vying for county commissioners vacancies 
by Geofl Haynes 
Up for grabs in this year's election will be two of 
the three Wood County commmissioner seats. 
The elected commissioners will serve four-year 
terms, acting as executives of the county by manag- 
ing finances and appropriating money for projects 
such as drainage ditches, and repairing and con- 
structing roads and bridges. 
The term for one of the available seats begins 
Jan. 2, 1981. In that race, Republican Samuel 
Hunter is challenging Democratic incumbent John 
Ault. 
AULT HAS held the post for the last eight years 
and was a Perrysburg Township trustee for 11 
years. The 52-year-old Perrysburg native also is 
vice president of the Northwest Ohio Commis- 
sioners and Engineers Association and chairman of 
the Wood County Disaster Services Agency ex- 
ecutive committee. 
eeeeeeeeeeea 
"I feel with the experience I have as a farmer, I 
know about drainage problems," Ault said. "I have 
been working with county officials and I feel I know 
what the job is about." 
Ault farms about 200 acres at his property in Per- 
rysburg Township. 
Ault's opponent, Hunter, is business manager of 
the Toledo Art Museum. Hunter has served on the 
Perrysburg City Council with two of those years as 
the council president. He also served 25 years in the 
Marine Corps. 
THE REPUBLICAN candidate said he would like 
to see county residents become interested in how 
their tax money is being spent. 
"I hope to take more government to the people. I 
hope to have two meetings in various townships so 
people can see how their money is being spent," 
Hunter said. 
"I would allocate a lot more money to things that 
we can't do without, like roads, bridges and dit- 
VOTE YES 
FOR 
W • if DLANE 
LEVIES 
NOV. 4 
TO CONTINUE AND FURTHER EDUCATION, 
TRAINING,DIRECT SERVICES FOR THE 
RETARDED CITIZENS OF WOOD COUNTY 
WOOD LANE SCHOOL 
WOOD LANE INDUSTRIES 
WOOD LANE RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 
QD    FOR THREE (.3) TENTHS 
MILL LEVY 
PH    FOR TWO (.2) TENTHS 
MILL RENEWAL LEVY 
Polmcol  Adverlijemenl 
Wood  County   A«.n,..i,on   lor   Retarded  Gliient 
Clarence  W   Werner    Treosui.. 
150   Eberly    Bowling  Green    Ohio 
ches," said Hunter, also a Perrysburg resident. 
In the race for the other county commissioner 
seat, the term beginning Jan. 3, 1981, Democrat 
Robert Dunipace will face Republican candidate 
Leonard Stevens. 
STEVENS IS A North Baltimore businessman, 
who has sold farm equipment for the last 32 years. 
He is a former president of the North Baltimore 
Village Council, the Wood County Board of Educa- 
tion and the Wood County Fair Board. 
Stevens said he thinks his experience in business 
would help him manage the county's budget of 
about $40 million. 
"I would like to take my business expertise and 
get more productivity out of each dollar," he said. 
Stevens said he also proposes a five-year plan 
prioritizing the repair of bridges so county residents 
will know when a bridge is scheduled for repair. 
DUNIPACE BECAME Stevens' opponent for the 
election after he defeated 16-year incumbent com- 
missioner Frank Radelof f in the June primary elec- 
tion. 
Dunipace, a farmer, has served on the state 
district Wood, Soil and Water Conservation Board 
and the Webster Township Board of Zoning Ap- 
peals. 
A Pemberville resident, Dunipace said he would 
encourage an "open door policy" to allow him to 
hear all sides of an issue. 
State rep       *-p-« 
rural bridges and roads. Although both candidates 
recognize the problems and make it a high priority, 
they differ on the method each is advocating to 
alleviate the problem 
"I do feel one of the primary issues that must be 
confronted is . . . bridge funding," Brown, a Per- 
rysburg resident, said 
Arpad, a Bowling Green resident said the bridges 
are antiquated and are not capable of holding much 
of the large machinery farmers use today. 
Both candidate;; see a gasoline tax, with the funds 
going to the state Pepartment of Transportation, as 
a possible solution. Again they differ on the 
specifics. Brown would like to see a per-cents-a- 
gallon tax, while Arpad is looking for a percentage 
tax between 10 and 11 percent a gallon. 
UNEMPLOYMENT MAY be eased by new 
technological breakthroughs and research on the 
college level, Brown said. There is no specific solu- 
tion other than increased productivity through the 
combined efforts of management, labor unions and 
researchers, he said. 
Arpad is taking stock in the reindustrialization of 
Ohio concept, he said. The idea is to update the 
state's obsolete production facilities, much like 
Brown's research and development approach. 
Another solution to unemployment, Arpad said, is 
to look at the region's agricultural base. For exam- 
ple, soybeans are a major crop in the area, but there 
are no soybean processing plants, he said. 
BOTH MEN OPPOSE Issue 2, a state issue which 
opponents say would increase sales taxes by $34 
billion a year. Both candidates cite the loss of incen- 
tives to businesses as reason for opposing the issue. 
Brown said he sees his job as representative for a 
district with both agriculture and industry interests 
as "extremely challenging," and added that while 
there are no immediate answers to today's pro- 
blems, the future is nonetheless bright if not too 
much is expected too soon. 
While Brown said problems can be handled 
legislatively, Arpad maintains that the state 
representative from this district must be more than 
a legislator; he also must be a liaison between the 
people and the state government. 
Tomorrow:    who w» be 
the next President?     Look for our 
endorsement in Friday's BG News. 
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Election '80 
Political activism 
slumping at polls 
by Nancy Beach 
Universities have a reputation of being politically 
active, but when it comes to actually going to the 
polls and voting, fewer and fewer college students 
vote every year. 
Voter turnout among college students always has 
been low, says Roger Anderson, an associate pro- 
fessor of political science. During the last eight 
years, college-age voter turnout has declined 
dramatically, from about SO percent in 1972 to just 
more than 33 percent in 1976, and it appears that this 
year's turnout will be even lower. However, most 
voters in the 18-22 age bracket are not college 
students. 
But Joneal Bender of the Wood County Board of 
Elections said, "We are expecting a good turnout 
this year. Wood County is not an apathetic county." 
ANOTHER FACT is that local campaign head- 
quarters are impressed with the amount of interest 
they already have encountered. 
"At our first meeting we had about 50 people 
here," Randy Gardner of the Reagan campaign 
headquarters said. "We were impressed -there has 
been a lot of activity." 
"We were impressed with the amount of interst 
we have seen," Michael Lawson of the Anderson 
campaign said. "We've had as many as 70 people at 
our meetings, and there seems to be a lot of en- 
thusiasm." 
But will these people actually vote? 
"That's the hard part," Lawson said. "We really 
have to get out and convince students to get to the 
polls." 
PART OF THE problem is that students are not 
registered to vote. Registering here means giving 
up registration at home, and many students balk at 
that idea. Staying registered at home means that 
absentee ballots must be used. 
The Anderson campaign registered about 1,200 
students and about 500 change of address cards. In 
all, there are about 2,500 students registered in 
precinct 1C, and if absentee ballots are included, 
about 5,OOW5,000 students are registered to vote, ac- 
cording to Gardner's prediction. 
Another problem is apathy. After the Watergate 
scandal, the disillusioned public stayed home in 
1976, and in 1980 the outlook, doesn't appear any 
brighter. None of the candidates has inspired the 
public and voter turnout is expected to be even 
lower than the last presidential election. 
If the students do vote, who will they vote for? The 
Reagan campaign conducted an informal poll of 250 
students and found that 78 were for Reagan, 74 for 
Carter, 63 for Anderson, one for Ed Clark, and 34 
undecided. 
"We expected that most students would be for 
Anderson," Gardner said, "But our poll showed that 
the other candidates are popular too," 
Even with the reputed low turnouts, the major 
campaign headquarters and the Anderson cam- 
paign are hoping for a large student turnout 
because it would affect the balance of votes in Wood 
County this year. 
*C* COMMON %Ay 
IN GOVERNMENT 
VOTE 
COPLEY 
STATE SENATOR- 
SECOND DISTRICT 
M   Pol    AoV   Cop*«v   *ot   State   S*no*   Compaign   Commits 
»C*t    St*Q/n». ,IW(Wf      29A3    tafjrtvtlift. JkL. .foUOoa.   Qfc U&3D 
•           *~~ 
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Robert D. 
DUNIPACE 
STANDS FOR 
ROBERT O   DUNIPACE 
"OPEN DOOR" POLICY 
A County Commissioner's door 
should De open to any citizens with 
any view Only by hearing all sides 
ot an issue, can a Commissioner set 
sound public policy 
SENIOR CITIZENS 
The Board of County Com- 
missioners should provide support 
lor the operations ot the county's 
Senior Programs which serve a large 
number ot our citizens. 
COOPERATION 
Officials of villages, townships 
and cities of Wood County shall 
receive the cooperation of the Board 
of County Commissioners in matters 
relating to common concern--an 
open minded policy in this important 
area must be re-established. 
ORDERLY & PLANNED GROWTH 
The Board of County Com- 
missioners must assume the 
leadership that will ensure the 
county's growth be in an orderly and 
planned manner. 
PROFESSIONALISM 
IN COUNTY BUSINESS 
Professional capabilities, sen- 
sitivity to the public and courtesy 
should be required of all county 
officials-elected or appointed. 
FISCAL INTEGRITY 
& RESPONSIBILITY 
The Board of County Com- 
missioners must maintain fiscal 
integrity, to the end that each citizen 
shall know and expect that funds, 
available from whatever source, to be 
utilized in an economical fashion. 
We Support Bob Dunipace 
Alvin L Perkins Louis Bauer. Jr. Jack Smith 
Sheilah Fulton Marlene Purdy Judy Lashaway 
Dr Charles A Barred Lee Purdy Larry Smith 
Roger Anderson Al Newiove Dr. Bruce Edwaids 
Ftachael Graham Richard A. Newiove Lester Barber 
Dr. James Q Graham Jackson L Miller Susan Baiber 
Elizabeth Graham Shirley Miller Art Neal 
Joyce Kepke Allen R Baldwin Jo Neal 
Dr. Kenneth Rothrock Warren J   Lotz H Theodore Groat 
Jane Coller Delarber Lou Lotz Claudia Fisher 
Robert Delarber Steve Meichi Dr Jerry Wicks 
Ken Ault Stacey Pellegnno William Roberts M D 
David G Wnimarth Dr David C Roller Dr  Harry Gyman 
Joseph Corral Judy Roller Dr Peggy Gio'dano 
Dr Beinie Sternsher Patrick Gowley Vuginia Maga^i 
Myron Chenault Suzanne Crawford Robert Wolfe 
Patricia McGinms Bus Roiewski Dr Michael Marsden 
Rodney Noble Steven Miller George Pate 
Bruce Bellaid Dr Joseph Kiviin 
Robert D. Dunipace... A Full-Time 
County Commissioner We Can Be Proud Of. 
Wood Countians for Dunipace. Gertrude Carpenter, 
Treasurer. 11920Middleton Pike. BG. O. 
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Election '80 
Issue 1. from page 3 
hopes the issue will enable the legislature to pass 
legislation stabilizing property taxes for all proper- 
ty classes. "The burden of increase will be taken off 
the residents," he said. 
STATE REP. Wargo (D-Lisbon) opposes Issue 1 
because he said he thinks the interest group with the 
most political power will benefit 
"I've worked in the County Appraisers Office ap- 
praising real estate. I saw appraising done from 
beginning to end, and I feel that all classes of pro- 
perty should be considered the same," Wargo said. 
"If the idea is to put more taxes on business we 
may lose industrial production which could be the 
beginning of the end for Ohio as an industrial state," 
he said. 
Issue 2. from page 3 
SOME MAJOR provisions of the proposal, sub- 
mitted by the Ohio Public Interest Campaign, the 
coalition which circulated petitions in its behalf, in- 
clude: 
•Tax relief for about 45 percent of the households 
in the state. Refunds for part of their property taxes 
will go to qualified homeowners, renters and family 
farmers whose household income is less than $30,000 
per year. Those whose property taxes exceed 2.5 
percent of their household income will be eligible, 
as well as renters if 10 percent of their annual rent 
exceeds 2.5 percent of household income. No 
household could receive more than (300 in refunds 
annually. 
•Increase personal income tax rates for those ear- 
ning more than $30,000 annually. 
•Require banks and financial institutions to pay 
the same corporate franchise taxes levied against 
other businesses. 
•Eliminate two current laws which allow local 
governments to suspend property taxes for 
businesses in return for new building construction. 
Betty Montgomery 
A PROFFESSIONAL FULLTIME PROSECUTER 
• Criminal Clerk-Lucas  Co.  Com- 
mon Pleas Court 
• First  Full-Tlme Ass't. Wood Co. 
Prosecutor 
• Broad Jury Trial Experience 
• Comprehensive Court of Appeals 
Experience 
• Extensive   Juvenile Court Ex- 
perience 
• Prosecutor-City of Perrysburg 
FOR 
FAIR AGGRESSIVE FULL TIME 
LAW ENFORCEMENT 
VOTE 
MONTGOMERY X 
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE 
POKJ   tor   by   Montgomery   tor   ProMOutor   CommrtlM,   Bob   Borbar.   Chrmn     77034   Rivar   Rd.   P«rry»burc 
FOR 
WOOD COUNTY COMMISSIONER 
VOTE 
& 
LEONARD 
TEVENS 
PROVEN   EXPERIENCE,   DEDICATED 
• Past President Wood County 
Board of Education 
• Past President Penta Countv 
Vocational School 
• Past Trustee Owens 
Technical College 
• Farmed for 20 years m 
Wood County 
• Republican 
• Lifetime resident of Northwest 
Ohio living m Wood County 
past 40 years 
• Past President of Wood 
County Fair Board 
• Past President North Baltimore 
Village Council 
• Operator of his own successful 
business for 32 years 
ELECT       LEONARD 
STEVENS 
COMMISSIONER 
M «W I* COMMITTH 'OIlK'lWWWSTVtNSCOIIWSSC*"  **■" v#> «■" » tag* V»  »«*«■«   «»» OHM* W   WIIHUI  0" 
Arpad >.• 
a 
fulltime 
legislator 
to 
represent 
you 
fully 
in 
Columbus 
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State races 
Glenn, Betts battling for U. S. Senate post 
by the Associated Press 
COLUMBUS - In separate Inter- 
views, the main contenders for U.S. 
Senate in Ohio were asked to give 
their views on important issues affec- 
ting the state and nation. 
Sen. John H. Glenn, the Democratic 
incumbent, and his Republican 
challenger, State Rep. James E. 
Betts, discusses inflation, coal, steel, 
energy, farm programs, national 
defense and other topics in advance of 
the Nov. 4 election. 
Following are questions and ex- 
cerpts of answers the contenders gave 
during hour-long interviews: 
Q. What is your solution to the pro- 
blem of disposal of hazardous and 
nuclear wastes, and should states 
have the right to veto the location of 
sights within their border? 
GLENN - The major piece of 
legislation before Congress today is 
mine - the Nuclear Waste Disposal 
Act. What I do is incorporate all of the 
state mechanisms for analyzing their 
position on this into the federal deci- 
sion process. That's before congress 
now. I hope to get it passed before the 
end of the year. 
What it does is make sure that every 
state has their views taken into ac- 
count. I do not want to see nuclear 
waste disposal taken care of in high 
population areas, for instance ... what 
I have proposed is that we use surface 
disposal which is controllable until we 
find out more through several ex- 
perimental deep geological projects 
whether we can safely store 
underground. 
I don't think the states should have 
veto right because the ultimate 
responsibility for safe nuclear waste 
disposal rests with the federal govern- 
ment. While we take into considera- 
tion every state's view, we run up 
against a situation of what happens if 
absolutely every single state in the 
union vetoes it. What do you do? 
BETTS - The states should have the 
right to veto. I think to a certain ex- 
tent, hazardous wastes and nuclear 
wastes are something that goes along 
with certain considerations, such as 
population, environment and other 
things. And there are a lot of con- 
siderations that have to be made by 
the states.' 
I think there would have to be some 
kind of a mechanism that says, "If a 
state vetoes, then the location could be 
pre-empted because of, you know, 
further consideration of another kind 
of mechanism." 
But I think there are a lot of different 
considerations, just as a lot of people 
are concerned right now about 
nuclear power plants. Right now, 
there are states that have different at- 
titudes about that, different initiatives 
about that. 
I think frankly that might be one of 
the considerations we could talk about 
in dealing with the disposal of nuclear 
wastes. Have they taken advantage of 
nuclear power? So I think that since 
different states have taken different 
attitudes toward that, they ought to 
have at least some consideration, and 
some input as to the final resting place 
of the waste. 
Q. Ohio's coal industry Is In trouble. 
Would you support relaxation of clean 
air standards to expand markets for 
Ohio's high sulfur coal? 
GLENN - Absolutely, and I've ad- 
vocated that for several years. I've 
talked to Doug Costle of the EPA 
John Glenn photo by Dale Omori 
about it repeatedly ... of pulling back 
on EPA standards as long as it did not 
get back to health hazard levels. I 
have fought for years. I haven't been 
Check 
out 
the 
editorial 
page 
of 
Friday's 
News 
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Volt For 
WILBUR L. WIRT JR.     ^<* 
I EDUCATION 
Graduate of Ohio State University. 
College of Commerce 
i COMMUNITY SERVICE 
St. Lukes Lutheran Church 
Masonic Lodge, Scottish Rite, 
Rotary Club 
Wood County Board Of 
Mental Retardation 
Volunteer Fire Depl. 
i BUSINESS EXPERIENCE 
Former North Baltimore Businessman 
Territory Manager B.F. Goodrich Co. 
i PUBLIC SERVICE 
Former County Court Judge {1958-1967) 
Administrative Assistant. 
Wood County Probate Div 
Responsible For Records And 
Microfilm System 
WILBUR L. WIRT JR. 
o, Wood County Recorder fit 
Experienced Administrator 
very successful, but I have fought 
over a lot of opposition. 
But it was my proposal on the 30- 
day averaging for some of the plants 
up in Cleveland, for some of thp 
plants they did have data on, to use 
higher sulfur coal than otherwise 
would have been possible ... so I've 
tried to get that 30 - day averaging. 
It's on a one - year trial basis right 
now. 
BETTS - Yes. I feel, by and large, 
that Jim Rhodes has been right in 
most of his attitudes toward the 
federal EPA. I heard a definition of 
the EPA the other day: Eliminate 
Progress in America. 
I testified at a hearing down in St. 
Clairsville in October 1979 on those 
clean air standards, and I knew as I 
stood there that there was not a single 
person on that platform who was 
listening to me. 
After that, they said they were go- 
ing to re-examine all of their com- 
puter models that they were using to 
justify their standards. 
Even though these standards were 
relaxed to allow 30 - day averaging, 
we still don't know what is going to be 
applied early next year. 
"He's Talking Solutions, Not Problems" 
PATRICK NG 
• FULLTIME ' 
"He Knows His Job 
& The People He Is 
Privileged To Represent." 
Pronounced "Eng" 
U.S. Senator 
John Glenn 
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Election Eve. 1980 
Dea' Fellow-Wood Counlian: 
This 1980 edilton ol Wood County 
Voter's Guide, published by the 
Woo,d County Democratic Party, is 
sent to you in the hope that it will 
aid you in your decisions next 
Tuesday at the polls We have tried 
to present you with the 
background, experience, records, 
views and strong points of our 
Democratic candidates and ol- 
ficeholders 
The potential lor real two-party 
government in Wood County is 
greater this year than it has ever 
been. Almost an entire generation 
ol officeholders is retiring Irom 
Wood County oflices and one- 
parly domination of the county can 
be ended once and for all 
Putting all political puffery aside, 
the Wood County Democratic Par- 
ty has the fullest and finest slate of 
candidates we have probably evei 
lielded Each and every candidate 
is professionally Qualilied lo hold 
the position they seek Each has a 
profound sense of public service 
Each will be a public servant we 
can be proud of 
We sincerely believe thses 
Democratic candidates are deserv 
ing of your support. After reviewing 
their qualifications, backgrounds 
and records of public service to 
our community, we hope you will 
give them your vote of confidence 
next Tuesday. November 4th 
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